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Chapter 1 – Background
Glossary
QA - Quest Arcanis, the game designed and described within this document.
D&D - Dungeons & Dragons, the most popular and well-known tabletop RPG.
RPG - Role-Playing Game, a game in which players take on different roles and act according to
those roles in a narrative or story.
GM - Game Master, the player who acts as narrator, judge, and facilitator for
a tabletop RPG.
PC - Player Character, a character in the story controlled by a player other
than the GM.
Figure 1 - A d20
NPC - Non-Player Character, a character in the story controlled by the GM.
die
d20 - A 20-sided polyhedron die, the primary resolution system in tabletop
RPGs.
Stats – The in-game mechanical representation of a character attribute, such as strength or
intelligence. Provides a bonus to in-game actions related to that attribute.

Introduction
The power to grow, change, and define ourselves is one of the most significant human
attributes. In the 21st century, the ability to adapt to evolving social and structural changes is
particularly valuable. As automation creates an increasingly academic human workforce, ‘soft
skills’ such as teamwork, empathy, and critical thinking have become more desired and
correlated to career success (McKinsey Design, 2018) (Johnson & Johnson, 1990). Tools that
can prepare and teach young minds how to develop these skills are becoming increasingly
mode, as workforce demands are increasingly emphasizing social, abstract problem solving.
Tabletop role-playing games (RPG) are a unique and powerful style of game that have shown
measurable signs of being a positive influence on numerous cognitive and social behaviors
(Wickmasekera, Rivers, Pekala, Rivers, 2016). Unfortunately, this genre of game is complex
and difficult to learn, and most people who are not intrinsically drawn to the genre are unwilling
to overcome the steep learning curve. Tabletop RPGs also carry some historical baggage and
shortcomings that make the genre less appealing to new audiences who might otherwise be
interested and benefit from the cognitive and social impacts playing RPGs can lead to.
Furthermore, RPG designers are often not considering the beneficial outcomes of their game
design, but rather are focused on gameplay, mechanics, and aesthetic.
My design, a tabletop RPG called Quest Arcanis intends to address these problems. My goal for
creating this game is twofold: to create a design that is intended for new players and audiences,
and to deliberately design the game to facilitate pro-social behavior and attitudes.
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What is a Role-Playing Game?
Role-Playing Games are a genre of tabletop board games that follow a very different set of rules
and principles than other board games. In a role-playing game, the players each take on the
role of a character within a story that is narrated by a Game Master, who also acts as all the
non-player characters (NPCs) in the story. The rules of how players act and what actions are
allowable are dictated by the rules, which often come in the form of a character sheet that
explains the characters attributes, and how those attributes translate into the possibility for
success when taking an action.
Many RPGs use dice to act as randomizers for when there is uncertainty in the outcome of an
action, with low rolls indicating failure, and high rolls indicating success. The outcomes of these
dice are often modified by stats that the character has, based on their character’s strengths and
weaknesses. For example, any character can attempt to do a backflip, but a character who is
described as agile might receive a bonus to their attempt, while a character wearing heavy
armor might receive a penalty and fail the attempt as a result. They might even take damage
from hitting their head, if the GM rules as such.
Role-playing games are built on the premise that the players can take whatever actions they
want in-game, and that the GM facilitates the outcomes they believe should happen. This core
loop repeats as the players explore the narrative that the GM has set up, interacting with
characters, overcoming puzzles, challenges, and obstacles, fighting monsters, and more. Often,
characters level up, and get stronger over time, facing larger and more serious threats as they
explore the narrative more deeply and reach the climax of the story.
An important dimension of RPGs is the emergent narrative that takes place throughout play.
Because the game is facilitated through a human being acting as the Game Master, players can
describe any type of action they’d want to take, rather than selecting from a set of options
created by the designer. This exciting infinitude of options, and the depth and realism of how the
game system (the GM) can respond, is one of the essential features of what makes RPGs
unique and popular. As players act as their characters and explore the story, their individual
actions and choices begin to create a personal narrative separate from the story that the GM is
telling. These two narratives together, telling the story of the player characters as they explore a
world and plot created by the GM, are the essence of what makes up a tabletop RPG.

A Brief History of RPGs
Tabletop RPGs first originated as an evolution of tabletop war games, a miniature-based hobby
that was popular during the 1950s and 60s in the United States (Peterson, 2012). First
developed during the 1970s in the midwestern US, RPGs have historically been influenced by
their miniature-based war gaming roots (Ewalt, 2014). More recently, however, tabletop RPGs
have evolved into a broad range of social acting games.
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The most well-known and impactful tabletop RPG in the world is Dungeons & Dragons (D&D),
originally created by Gary Gygax in 1974. Based on Tolkien-flavored western mythology,
Dungeons & Dragons has remained a pillar within the tabletop gaming world. A large percent of
all player who play tabletop games play Dungeons & Dragons and never try another game. In
D&D, conflict most often takes the form of the players, acting as fantasy heroes, fighting against
monsters and villains in order to acquire magical treasure and loot, frequently to prevent the
destruction of the world.
This traditional style of epic heroes-vs-monsters stories isn’t a necessary quality of RPGs,
however, and over the past several decades, the genre has evolved significantly in different
directions. Many games have insightful designs and compelling aesthetics that allow players to
explore stories ranging from a superheroes aesthetic (Icons), to horror (Dread), to themes about
colonization (Dog Eat Dog); from comedic dystopia (Paranoia), to exploring gender and
surviving the queer apocalypse (Dreams Askew). Tabletop RPGs have begun to provide an
avenue for all kinds of different designers to tell their own stories, and to explore new design
spaces and aesthetics free from constraint or cost. This new wave, alongside an explosion of
digital content related to RPGs, such as Critical Role and The Adventure Zone, have brought
tabletop RPGs to the cultural fore of the United States (Washington Post, 2019). However, while
RPGs are beginning to catch on with mainstream audiences, their growing popularity has been
stifled in part by a troubling barrier to entry. While many potential players are interested in
learning about and trying these games, they need an opportunity to learn to play, with a game
that can provide a welcoming experience for newcomers.

My Background
My own personal experience with RPGs and educational design I believe is integral to the
overall design approach I used for Quest Arcanis. I have been a tabletop RPG player and
hobbyist for 18 years, after being introduced to Dungeons & Dragons 3rd Edition by my uncle,
who was himself a tabletop RPG designer. After my first game, I was hooked, and spent my
pre-teen and teenage years getting whoever I could to play with me, creating and running
dozens of adventures and campaigns. Throughout college, I took my designs more seriously,
and interned at Autarch, a small publishing company that creates the Adventurer Conqueror
King System, a retro-clone of an older Dungeons & Dragons system meant for hardcore and
committed players. While working at Autarch, I learned from expert game designers about how
to create professional-level RPGs, as well as how to create stories, games, and worlds with
intentional themes and outcomes.
After college, I began working in education and childcare, taking care of a pair of twins every
summer. When they were only six, the twins found my D&D books and asked (demanded) that I
teach them to play. In the summer of 2013, I created the first version of what would eventually
become the design presented here, Quest Arcanis. It is from trying to make the simplest, childfriendly version of an RPG I could from which my original design ideas and concept originated.
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Around the same time, I was working in the field of education working with middle and high
school students at a local public school, where I hosted a gaming club, as well as a Dungeons &
Dragons campaign where any student could drop in and out of the adventure at will. Among
these students were a handful of students with individual personal and social needs, including
autism, ADHD, anxiety, clinical depression, and more. Working with these students, as well as
the hundreds of other players I have worked with and taught over the years, has been
monumentally influential on myself, my approach to teaching, and to my game designs. Though
I have focused on user testing and feedback on my design throughout the design and
development process of Quest Arcanis, my experience with these learners and their needs has
been essential in shaping the contours of the present design. While my design was created to
suit the needs of an audience that is fully explored in chapter 4, the impact of these early
experiences has never left me; and thinking of these players served as a spiritual guide for
many of the design decisions contained within.

13
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Chapter 2 – Needs Assessment
In order to gain an understanding into how I could make an impact in the tabletop RPG design
space, my first goal was to collect as much information as possible on the domain,
understanding what products and designs are available, and what the strengths and
weaknesses of each product were. I also wanted to learn more about RPGs as an activity
(Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999), so that the entire activity of play could be considered as a
part of the learning experience I wanted to design. By exploring the tabletop RPG market,
conducting interviews with players and designers, and researching RPG design frameworks
both academically and through play, I determined the following conclusions about where a new
product could be impactful.

Landscape Audit
In order to develop a better
understanding of what different types
of tabletop RPGs can offer, I read and
played a variety of them. One way of
understanding what I wanted from my
design was to see what other products
did well, and what styles led to
meaningful outcomes. When exploring
these games, I organized them based
on the style of gameplay I felt they
most embodied, which provided a
landscape map to see what space was
in demand, and what games would
Figure 2 - Landscape Assessment for RPGs by Game Agenda
provide the most helpful insights
towards designing for my target audience.
When exploring different tabletop RPGs, I found that nearly every game did something well or
interesting that offered a new way to explore one or more of the dimensions of RPGs. In many
cases, I was inspired for my own design, and used a similar mechanic to explore the same
design space or offer a similar type of interaction.
Some of the RPGs I have explored include:
! Dungeons &
! Mouse Guard
Dragons v2-5
! Star Wars RPG
! Pathfinder
! Apocalypse World
! Shadowrun
! Dungeon World
! GURPS
! Betrayal at House
! Lady Blackbird
on the Hill
! Warhammer
! Earthdawn

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Donjon
The Burning Wheel
Folklore
Malice
Paranoia
Fiasco
Dread
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!

!
!
!

Adventurer
Conqueror King
System
Everway
Little Wizards
Call of Cthulhu

!
!
!
!
!
!

d20 Modern
Deadlands
Munchkin
The Quiet Year
Dreams Askew
Icons

!
!

Lamentations of
the Flame Princess
Divinity: Original
Sin II

While there are many different types of tabletop RPGs out there, the tabletop RPG
space remains dominated by the monolith of Dungeons & Dragons. While other games
such as Pathfinder remain popular, tabletop RPGs that stray far from the heroic fantasy
genre tend to be more obscure with only niche communities of players. Nearly all players
who explore into other RPGs begin first with Dungeons & Dragons. As such, few games
position themselves to be an entry point into RPGs, as the market is already controlled
by D&D. There are, however, some existing games that target the RPG learning
experience.
Monster Slayers
Wizards of the Coast has actually produced products
themselves that are intended to provide an on-ramp for
children and new players to begin playing the game.
The first is Monster Slayers, a simplified version of 5th
edition D&D aimed for an audience 6+. While the game
is well made and features many design principles my
design also utilizes, such as using pre-made
characters, including a terms reference sheet, and
greatly reducing the game complexity, Monster Slayers
is aimed at a very young audience, and thus has a
very childish aesthetic, and rules that might actually be
too simple for adults or experienced players to enjoy.
Quest Arcanis has a lot it can learn from Monster
Slayers but makes itself distinct by having a more
mature style and narrative and featuring more involved
and interesting mechanics that are targeted at an older Figure 3 - Character Sheet & Aesthetic
for Monster Slayers
audience.
Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition Starter Set
The other product that Wizards of the Coast has developed in order to attract new
players is the Starter Set for the current version of the game. Included in the box are premade characters, a 5-part adventure, and a simplified version of the rules. This starter
set is in part the inspiration for this project, as it is targeted largely at the same audience
as Quest Arcanis. However, my design is a response to many of the shortcomings I’ve
seen in the Starter set throughout my experience with it. Many of the game elements
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remain complex and difficult to manage for new players, and there are many traditional
elements to the gameplay that are unattractive to new players who are entering the
community.

Figure 4 – Comparing the Dungeons & Dragons vs Quest Arcanis character sheets
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Market Evaluation
There is a large gap between the demand of new gamers who are interested in learning
to play tabletop RPGs and the availability and viability of products that can help on-board
these new players into the genre.
Over the last five or so years, tabletop RPGs have had a major resurgence, with
Dungeons & Dragons entering the cultural mainstream through pop culture references
such as Stranger Things and D&D podcasts such as Critical Role gaining critical
popularity achieving millions of views (Geek and Sundry, 2017). As new potential players
are introduced to the game through the new inroads, I believe that Quest Arcanis can be
marketed as the ideal tool to suit their needs.
What Quest Arcanis Offers
Quest Arcanis appeals to young adult and adult audiences who want to learn about
tabletop RPGs but might be overwhelmed by more traditional games. Quest Arcanis’
design emphasizes the new player experience and is tailored to the preferences and
motivational structures of new audiences learning the game in the present day. The
game’s style, through its visual elements and layout are built to make it easier to learn,
and to be more appealing to new audiences through its narrative and game design.
Quest Arcanis also supports pro-social thinking and behavior. The design is be built
around the learning games framework (Plass, 2013), and utilizes learning science and
cognitive design principles to ensure an easy, enjoyable, and memorable learning
experience. This set of design principles is untested in the tabletop RPG space as far as
I have been able to find, and by harnessing learning design principles alongside other
game design frameworks I’ve found in my research, I believe that Quest Arcanis will be
able to establish itself as the premiere introductory RPG.
Finally, Quest Arcanis also supports pro-social thinking and behavior. The game design
incentivizes players to take actions that involve practicing teamwork, group problem
solving, and acting empathically. This pro-social framework not only facilitates enjoyable
RPG gameplay patterns but helps develop critical cognitive and social skills that will
prepare players for the professional and life challenges that they will face in the 21st
century.

Shortcomings in RPGs
There are many reasons for why the tabletop RPG genre has such a high barrier to
entry. Some of them are inherent to the nature of the games, but much of it is simply
archaic design baggage left over from the historical traditions of the genre. Throughout
my research, I’ve found several trends in pain points within the genre that have driven
the focus of my design.
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Lengthy Setup
One of the most common complaints I discovered is the amount of time it takes to begin
playing an RPG. Most RPGs require all players to be at least basically familiar with the
rules of play before gameplay can begin, an affair that can take an hour or more to
teach.
Additionally, most tabletop RPGs require one player to act as the Game Master (GM),
who manages and facilitates gameplay. The GM must be intimately familiar with the
game, and have spent some amount of time, usually several hours, preparing an
adventure with a story and challenges for the players to overcome1. Even for people who
are only playing, in most RPGs, they will need to make the character they will act as,
another activity that can take an hour or more.
Even for a group that was initially highly motivated to play, taking an hour to do
bookwork before they sit down to a 3+ hour board game is a bridge too far for all but the
most committed players. The amount of setup required to get started often is more effort
than it’s worth, and without someone willing to put in the high amount of effort required to
organize and GM a game, the barrier to entry is often simply too high for potentially
interested players to give it a shot.
High Time Commitment
Tabletop RPGs tend to be a very slow-paced style of game, with an average play
session lasting 3-4 hours. This lengthy play format simply doesn’t fit into most
contemporary gamers’ lifestyles. Many modern video games have an average round
length of 10-45 minutes. Most social or party games last 30 minutes to an hour. Even the
longest movies tend to cap out at around 2.5 hours. The human attention span simply
wasn’t built to focus on a single abstract task like role-playing for hours on end, and
although some more experienced players can handle and enjoy longer sessions,
tabletop RPGs are doing themselves a disservice by emphasizing longer gameplay
sessions in the content.
RPGs need to both accelerate their pace of play and reduce the overall length of play.
Most games break their content down into encounters, with an average adventure
featuring 6-9 encounters. Although this allows for a robust and complex story to unfold,
concluding even a single story arc can sometimes take multiple multi-hour sessions,
dragging the narrative to a snail’s pace. Whereas other mediums can complete a story in
just a few minutes, tabletop RPGs struggle to do so across hours of gameplay. In order
to facilitate greater engagement through the narrative, the story of an RPG needs to
proceed more quickly and conclude within a shorter total amount of time.
1

Although there are many premade adventures that GMs could run, they are still
encouraged to read the adventure beforehand, and many GMs prefer to run their own
games.
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Complex & Granular Rules
One of the biggest challenges for new players is managing the complexity of tabletop
RPGs. Due to their historical roots in war simulation games, tabletop RPGs are
traditionally very complex and granular games, some of which have rules that allow
players to measure time on a second-by-second basis, or determine how the weather
during a season influence corn production in a town on a hill vs near a river (Autarch
2014). Although this level of detail can be wonderful when appreciated by a more
experienced palate, for new players, a simpler system is required that will provide them
with a set of clear and understandable choices, rather than a plane of infinite possibility.
Other game elements such as remembering which dice do what, or what modifiers to
add to one type of roll versus another can be difficult for new players to manage, causing
cognitive overload, which slows down the game, which leads to disinterest, which leads
to greater confusion, which leads to the game slowing down even more, creating a
negative feedback loop. Reducing the overall complexity of gameplay, as well as
creating scaffolds and opportunities for guided discovery will be a significant step
towards increasing the friendliness of the tabletop RPG genre and reducing risk of
cognitive overload.
Designed for Existing Audience
Perhaps the biggest feature that holds back the tabletop gaming genre is its historical
design style and the deference designers give to their existing community. Because of
their evolution from historical simulation games (Ewalt, 2014), tabletop RPGs tend to be
highly technical, and carry with them an advanced jargon that is required to break into
most conversations about the games. This, as well as other in-group signaling behaviors
has led to a situation where the community has become highly self-selective and
isolated, and much of the game design as a result is inward-facing, focused on
appealing to a specific sub-section of the pre-existing community. As a result, there are
few products on the market that are specifically designed to introduce new players to the
genre, as it represents a risky market for publishers, compared to the guaranteed sales
from their enfranchised buyers. This has created a repelling effect, where new players
are averse to joining the community, and thus there is not much demand for a product
aimed towards new users. However, recent trends have shown demand for these
products is increasing.
Selling to the existing base has also led to a self-referential design philosophy in tabletop
RPGs, where many new editions of games such as Dungeons & Dragons focus on
attempting to capture the “Dungeons & Dragons experience”, or exploring the aesthetic
of their own design history, rather than focusing on what a good RPG experience might
look like. Many other games such as Dungeon World or Pathfinder strive to differentiate
themselves from Dungeons & Dragons, but still exist in reference to the system. There
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are many elements and assumptions within the genre that exist simply because they
have always been there, but have led to the systems making sense only within the
context of that understanding, and for new players, sometimes lead to confusion or
disinterest, because they don’t understand the context for these mechanics, and don’t
care to learn why it is the way it is.
Outdated Design Approach
While video games and other media have been utilizing contemporary design
approaches and user research to improve the effectiveness of their design, tabletop
RPGs have been much slower to adapt. Tabletop RPGs are still often sold as a dense
textbook of rules, with some concept art interspersed throughout. Their design is not
very affective and does not do a good job of generating situational interest in users. By
improving the visual and content design to make the design more effective at engaging
and helping players, the content can be more effective as a learning game and provide
an overall better design.
There are also larger trends that should are considered and addressed in the design,
such as the influx of a larger female population into the tabletop RPG game space.
Women represent a meaningful portion of the tabletop RPG community in 2019 but have
completely different playstyle preferences than men do on average (Yee 2017).
Furthermore, these differences are also embodied by the time at which players were
introduced to the game, and across several other axis as well. Adapting the game and
narrative design to consider the preferences of the new players joining the community
will lead to increased interest in the game and modernizing design practices will make it
easier to understand and play.

Benefits of RPGS
Despite the difficulty associated with learning to play RPGs, players who are familiar with
them have much to gain from the activity. RPGs have been linked to several different
areas of wellness and desired outcomes, from cognitive improvement, to socialemotional skill development, to introducing academic subject content. Although Quest
Arcanis doesn’t explore the full range of positive outcomes that RPGs can potentially
facilitate, it does attempt to support their development through its design.
Social Skill Development
The act of role-playing broadly has been linked to a host of social skills and pro-social
behaviors, including teamwork (Yamaguchi, 2001) (Zayas & Lewis, 1986) and empathy
(Gentile, Anderson & Co, 2009) (Rivers, A., Wickramasekera, 2016) (Belman &
Flannigan, 2010). Carefully design role-playing scenarios have also been linked to
supporting social skills such as consensus building (Innes & Booher, 2007), facilitating
positive group dynamics (Fessenden, 1950), helpfulness and pro-sociality (Greitemeyer
& Osswald, 2009), reflection and moral reasoning (Schrier, 2017), social responsibility
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(Doorn & Kroesen, 2011), and social affect (Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2010). Roleplaying can also support the development of pluralism (Denning, Flores, & Flores, 2011),
reduce social anxiety (Felsman, Selfert, Himle, 2018), foster opinion change (Janis &
King, 1954), more. Games with a pro-social focus can even reduce aggressive thoughts
(Greitemeyer & Osswald, 2009) in players. Improvisational play, a key dimension of roleplaying, has been linked with increased collaboration and communication (Blaine &
Harger, 2002).
Role-playing games have even been embraced by the autism-serving community.
Autism support groups including the American Autism Association and Autism Nova
Scotia have embraced tabletop RPGs for their facilitation of social skills (Tesoriero,
2019) (Burke, 2017). Yevonne Le Lacheur, the director of Autism Nova Scotia says, “As
they're playing, they're working on collaboration skills and communication skills and
team-building skills in that safe environment” (Burke, 2017). Other groups, such as the
Game to Grow organization have been founded to pursue and support the use of
games, including tabletop RPGs as therapeutic tools to “help young people become
more confident, creative, and socially capable” (GametoGrow.com, 2019). On their
website, the Game to Grow team outlines several categories of beneficial skills RPGs
support, including perspective taking, creative problem solving, and communication and
collaboration skills (GametoGrow.com, 2019).
Additional research shows it has had positive effects with gifted adolescents as well, with
outcomes including “intrapersonal skills of exercising creativity, becoming self-aware,
and setting individual goals by raising participants’ awareness… [as well as]
collaboration and interaction skills with other gifted peers” (Rosselet & Stauffer, 2013).
Supporting this, research done at the University of Helsinki demonstrated links between
RPG play and personal development, including improved social skills, increased
empathy, identity building, and creativity. Interestingly, the same study found that users
challenges with the game roughly broke down into four categories – time consumption,
the difficulty of introducing new players, the elitism of the existing community, and
feelings of ‘bleed’, when in-game emotions cross into real life (Meriläinen, 2012), many
of which align to the same pain points I have identified.
Personal Development
Tabletop RPGs have also been linked with numerous personal benefits, including
therapeutic applications (Blackmon, 1994) (Hawkes-Robinson, 2011) (Sargent, 2014)
(Enfield, 2007), identity exploration, (Waern, 2011), (Lewis, Weber, & Bowman, 2008)
(Lacy, 2006), problem solving (Okagi and Frensch, 1994) (Denning, Flores, & Flores,
2011), and developing agency (Reed, Samuel, Sullivan, Grant, 2011) (Wardrip-Fruin,
Mateas, Dow, & Sali, 2009). Elements common in tabletop RPGs, such as character
customization have been linked to increasing self-efficacy and self-esteem (Plass,
Goldman, Flanagan, & Perlin 2009).
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Content Instruction
In addition to having positive impacts on users simply by engaging with the activity of
role-playing (Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999), RPGs are also an excellent place to
teach curriculum. Most RPG systems involve some amount of mathematics and literacy
skills in order to understand and master game content. Players will also be engaging
with narrative and literary elements while telling a story. These stories are often built
around tropes and character archetypes, all of which are then explored during gameplay.
By including learning content that is relevant to learners, it’s possible to teach content
through an RPG in the same way that it can be taught through other media. By featuring
game elements that are based on realistic systems that the instructor designs, it’s
possible to introduce schemas and system knowledge to learners through games (Plass,
2016). Perhaps most importantly of all, tabletop RPGs can be incredibly fun and
rewarding to play, which can facilitate deeper transfer of the benefits they can offer
(Plass, Hayward, Homer, 2012).
RPGs also have many inherent features that lead towards positive learning outcomes.
The game is developed as a text-based rulebook that players must read and reference
repeatedly. Much of the content features complex vocabulary terms such as ‘arcana’,
‘thaumaturgy’, or ‘precognition’, which players will need to learn if they are to be
successful at the game. Additionally, many tabletop RPGs use different types of dice as
randomizers for different actions types, using mathematical formulae to simulate
different events in the narrative and gameplay. Players move around tactically on a grid
map and must manage an ever-changing list of resources and powers during the game.
These innate features provide an opportunity for players to practice their mathematical
thinking and reading skills while they play.

Figure 5 - Comparing formulae for the average results on 1d20 vs 2d20 rolls. Image source:
https://glimmthegnome.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/1d20_vs_2d10.png
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Though there is still much more research to be done, trends show that tabletop RPGs
can have powerful positive effects on their players if they’re designed in the right ways.
Indeed, it appears that not all the effects of these types of games have been fully
explored. Excitingly, a new trend shows a class of great technical and creative minds
including Stephen Colbert, Anderson Cooper and James Franco have attributed their
success, at least in part, to playing tabletop RPGs such as Dungeons & Dragons
(Gilsdorf, 2014) (Alimurung, 2019).
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Chapter 3 – Design Approach & Methodology
Design Approach
Pre-Thesis – The Evolution of Quest Arcanis
Quest Arcanis was first created the summer of 2013 as two simple character sheets for
my six-year old cousins who wanted to try and play D&D with me. Knowing the game
was far too complex for them to handle at that age, I began with the simplest basic
elements of the game. Every summer, as I saw them, I would continue to add to the
game, and as their characters got more powerful, and they got older, things became
more complicated. In this stage, I had no formal rules, it was just me as the GM running
the simple game for my cousins. For years, I just ran this simple game, not thinking I
would ever develop it further than that. That was, until I started my Games for Learning
Degree.

Figure 6 - Original character sheets for Lionsguard

One of the first assignments I had at NYU was assigned by Dr. Jan Plass in the
Designing Simulations and Games for Learning course. The project was to create a onepage game, the full rules of the game needed to fit onto a single 8.5x11 sheet of paper.
Inspired by the problem, I immediately thought of Quest Arcanis (then called Lionsguard)
and went home that very night to work on my rules. By the end of that night, I had written
the rules of the game, as well as a half-dozen characters and monsters for the game.
Although the game was extremely simplified, and many of the rules related to individual
play were on other game elements, the entire rules fit into one page, and the project was
not only a success, it was very popular among my players.
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Figure 7 - Character Sheet, Rules, & Adventure Narrative for Adventure Quest

Around the same time, I was working on that project, I had begun working in the RIDDLE
Research Lab, led by Dr. Camillia Matuk, which was looking to have students learn
science content through a multimedia experience. A friend of mine on the team had just
played my game, then titled Adventure Quest, and suggested that the group use it for
the students to play an RPG and use it as the basis for their own RPGs. The idea was
picked up, and Adventure Quest was eventually played by more than two dozen middle
school students, as well as several groups of adults through the research process.
During that time, I took notes and had many conversations with my players about the
games’ design, planning to further develop the game system later in my career.
Thesis Semester 1
During the first semester, my thesis process largely followed the milestone structure laid
out in the thesis guide. During the first weeks of the semester, I began by considering
numerous different projects, including a VR Experience and other types of learning
games. After returning to my existing RPG concept, I
explored different aesthetics and styles of game,
including a pre-historic setting, a post-apocalyptic
setting, a cyberpunk setting, and more.

Figure 8 - Concept art for early ideas for Quest Arcanis.
Image sources: https://i.pinimg.com/564x/f7/1e/4b/f71e4b1ecefb9bf08bdc7acdfece430c.jpg,
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/38/b0/f7/38b0f7893529020e65691853fe94907c.jpg
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During this early discovery phase, I was conducting lots of informal interviews with my
target audience members to try and discover their interests and preferences for styles, to
try and create a game and setting that would engage my users. Around the same time, I
was doing lots of research into other tabletop RPG systems to learn more about the
different options that were out there. It’s worth noting at this point, I had already
designed the core mechanics for QA, so the focus of my research was on aesthetic and
dynamics, rather than on mechanics and rules of gameplay, which I determined early on
would be further developed after I had determined the game’s aesthetics. In other words,
I accepted that my design would be top-down, with the nuance of the mechanics being
driven by the narrative and aesthetic.
As I was exploring different aesthetics and game styles, I was also doing extensive
research on RPGs, social skill development, identity exploration, and more. I performed
several weeks of committed research, where I aggregated as much information as
possible and organized it into different groups that I could then refer to in order to create
my design rationale and inform my design decisions later on. Although towards the end
of the first semester I began to focus my efforts in other areas, I continued to do
research to support my design throughout the entire thesis process.
As I began to generate conclusions based on my research and user testing, I began to
design the game, including character concepts, narrative outlines, game elements and
mechanics I was inclined to use, and environments and locations I was inspired by. As
more and more users began to suggest similar themes during interviews that supported
my research conclusions, I began laying out what become the core design for Quest
Arcanis. This process continued through the end of the first semester, and culminated in
my first playtest, which happened the last week before Christmas break.

Figure 9 - Macro-scale Gantt chart for my thesis process.
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Figure 10 - A successful playtest, January 2019.

Thesis Semester 2
The second semester was largely building off the developments of the first. Through the
first semester I had taken major strides in developing my product, and so the second
semester involved filling in a lot of the blank spaces that were left during my sprint to a
playable prototype. This included not only developing the text to support my play
experience for the game narrative, but also further developing the game’s rules, and
creating the supporting documentation to explain my goals and strategy for creating the
game. This development period, including the creation of character cards, the game’s
narrative, and the refinement of the game’s rules took up the first half of the second
semester.
As the second semester came to a close, I worked closely with my thesis advisors to
solidify my design rationale and thesis structure, to ensure that my argument was sound,
and that my final submission addressed the issues I was focused on, and that my
presentation package emphasized the most important parts of my design. As I
concluded my design, my focus shifted one last time towards polish and clarity, with a
focus on my design rationale
and the pedagogical argument I
was
making.
Although
developing the product proved
important through creating a
playable prototype, the value in
developing content fell off
quickly near the end of the
semester, as I had already
Figure 11 - Double diamond design process.
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collected user feedback I needed to improve the design, and the rationale for my design
became more important in supporting my final presentation of my thesis concept.
As I began to review my design process for the purposes of writing this rationale, I
realized that there was a loose structure within my design and development that followed
the double diamond design approach that we were encouraged to use early in the
semester. Although this process has been granularized and systematized to a degree
that I did not utilize in my design, the process of ‘going wide’ and collecting lots of
information, or creating lots of content, and then narrowing down to the best parts of that
collection did prove to be a helpful way to ensure that I had a good content for my
design. Both divergent and convergent thinking proved vital to my design process, as I
explored lots of ideas, and then selected the best-performing elements to include in my
product.

Methodology
In order to understand who the actual users were for a tabletop RPG for beginners, I
performed a wide array of research and user testing methods. While learning about
RPGs and their potential users, I conducted formal and informal interviews, performed
user testing and playtesting sessions, and researched principles in psychology, learning
theory, aesthetic design, and game design.
!

!

!

Interviews
○ Formal Interviews
■ ‘James’ Persona
■ ‘Erika’ Persona
■ ‘Lenny’ Persona
■ Professional RPG Designers
○ Informal Interviews
■ Everyone
Playtesting
○ Teaching D&D / Campaign
○ QA User Testing
○ QA Playtesting Sessions
Formal Research
○ Game Design Research
○ Learning Design Research

Formal & Informal Interviews
! 2 formal interviews, “James” target audience (1 13-year old male, 1 13-year old
female)
! 1 formal group interview, “Erika” target audience (2 19-year old females, 1 20year-old male)
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!
!
!
!

3 formal interviews, “Lenny” target audience (3 25-35-year old males)
2 formal interviews with professional tabletop designers
200+ informal conversations with target audience members
100+ informal conversations with non-target audience members

Throughout the design and development process, I conducted informal and formal
interviews to gather information on people’s perspectives on my design, and to collect
feedback. I spoke about my project with basically anyone I could, with an emphasis on
members of my target audience. I spoke with experienced tabletop RPG players to get
their input and feedback on balance, familiarity, and game mechanics, and iterated my
design based on their feedback. During formal interviews, I asked individuals about their
narrative and gaming preferences, in order to develop content that would engage and
interest those audiences. It was through this process that I developed the crystalpunk
and royalty intrigue aesthetic choices.
Some of the most valuable feedback I received came from people whom I thought were
well outside of my intended target audience, but were interested in learning to play, and
thus, helped me discover many of the engagement factors that I frame the present
design on. Many of the members of my intended target audience were already familiar
with the form of the product that I was developing, and thus spoke in terms I already
understood – their frame of reference was already shaped by what they understood.
When speaking with people who were non-gamers, or who weren’t familiar with RPG
tropes were able to provide feedback in much less loaded terms. For example, when
talking about why they liked beating a game, one non-gamer suggested, “My favorite
part is beating it because these fireworks pop out and they’re super colorful”, which I
took to mean they enjoyed an affective reward for completing the level, a design feature
that I then included in the design.
Throughout my interviewing process, the most valuable question I asked was, “What do
you like about X?” Finding what elements, such as color or personalization, engaged
people was a powerful influence on the design for Quest Arcanis, and this was largely
derived through discussions with my audience. Often, the question wasn’t even about
Quest Arcanis, or RPGs, but rather about some other activity that they are interested in
or enjoy. Whether it be yoga, reading, cooking, knitting, or video games, I often found
common themes among the interests of the different people I spoke with, including
sensory engagement, narratives that the user identifies with, and the development of a
skill with clear iterative steps. As I was exploring frameworks for understanding these
motivations, I developed an understanding of how different preferences and interests
expressed themselves in different individuals and groups, which I expressed through the
different activities and game elements in my design. Without the being able to explore
the personal experiences of these individuals through conversations, I would never have
achieved the understanding I do about these motivations for engagement.
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User Testing
As I created individual game elements and designs, I showed them to members of my
target audience, primarily friends consisting of gamers and game designers, who are
familiar with RPGs, and had come to know my design and process. As I created
individual mechanics and systems, I discussed them with these individuals and took their
feedback to iterate my design. I also performed user testing with less literate users, in
order to gauge their feedback and interest for different design elements.
I performed user testing on physical game elements, as well as narrative and design
structures, such as character concepts and art, the story structure, encounter design and
layout, and much more. I would present game elements to players and ask about their
interest levels, how easily they understood or could relate to certain ideas or structures,
or how readily they felt they could interact with different game elements. One example
was keeping track of the resource for Keys, at the time called Hero Points. Players failed
to be interested in Hero Points and didn’t keep track of them during play. When I
implemented the bright Arcanis Crystals for players to track the resource, player interest
and engagement with the system skyrocketed, as connecting a positive affective reward
for the key behaviors was exactly what players needed to stay motivated.
Playtesting
When initially developing my project outline, I drew from my more than 15 years of
experience as a Game Master and RPG player, during which I’ve helped dozens, if not
hundreds, of players through their first games. Seeing the places where new players
struggled to learn was one of the reasons I set out to create this product in the first
place. After creating my initial mockup, I ran the game system through three quick user
test sessions, where new players used a prototype adventure for their first RPG game.
Their feedback inspired the system overhaul that led to the present design evolution as it
is today.
Given that I began my thesis project with a playtested project in hand, I felt confident
about moving forward with my first semester of design, knowing what I wanted to fix and
add to improve the game. As I finished the first semester and had created enough that
there was a playable prototype, I ran a playtest of the game design with a group of three
21-25-year-old women who had done user testing with me previously. This playthrough
was video recorded and used to collect feedback on the different design elements and
features throughout an actual play experience. It also served as a stress test, to show
me as the designer what parts of the play experience I had not yet considered for my
design. The first playtest was successful in that regard, as it reframed the design from
simply a game design to a greater experience design, including the need to explain the
set-up and preparation of the game, as well as including elements such as a soundtrack,
and a quick-rules guide.
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Additional playtests were performed throughout the second semester and were primarily
used to test and explore different narrative and game elements, and to further balance
the game mechanics. Feedback also influenced the learning design of the game and
game elements, including the removal of some complex and unnecessary character
mechanics during the tutorial adventure.
The feedback that impacted me the most during playtesting was the consistent response
that players wanted to either keep playing or find out the rest of the story. Even among
players who were initially highly skeptical or disinterested (Heather persona), I received
overwhelmingly positive feedback on the game’s ability to generate situational and
lasting interest. One particularly outstanding case was a co-worker who was watching
me develop game materials, which sparked situational interest, which led to her
becoming a user testing subject, which led to her becoming one of my first playtesters.
After the first playtest, she enjoyed the game so much she returned for a second playtest
and is now joining a tabletop RPG group on her own. This emergent example is exactly
what I hoped and intended for QA’s design, and seeing an example of it happening
during my playtesting makes me highly confident that my design is on the right path.
Teaching D&D
Around the same time that I began working officially on my thesis, I started a Dungeons
& Dragons campaign with several of my close friends from high school whom had never
played an RPG in the past. Telling them about my thesis project, they agreed it was a
perfect opportunity for me to teach them to play a tabletop RPG, the D&D 5th Edition
Beginner’s Box, the closest comparable product to what I want to design. I had already
run this campaign numerous times before and was highly familiar with the content.
Starting with creating level 1 characters, we went through about ¾ of the campaign
before they died to a dragon at level 4. We play one 3-4-hour session per week for about
six months. During this time, I was the GM, and taught four adults (ages 27-35, 3 male /
1 female) how to play Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition. Throughout play, I took
extensive notes on the pain points and difficulties my players encountered, and we
frequently discussed the challenges they faced while learning the game. We also talked
about the parts they liked the most, what kept them interested, what they wanted to learn
more about, and what they think RPGs do best. I am proud to say that now three of
those four players have created campaigns of their own and are self-motivated members
of the RPG community.
The difficulties my players experienced during this campaign were hugely influential on
my design, including problems remembering the different types of dice, understanding
how to apply different modifiers, or managing the complexities of character
advancement. Other consistent issues, such as knowing where to find information in the
rules book (spatial contiguity problem), or not knowing what options were available to
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them (choice paralysis, lack of scaffolding) were cornerstones of the vision I created
when designing Quest Arcanis’ rules and content, including a 1-die system, and
character scaffolds that help guide the players through the action-spaces in the story.
Research – Learning Design
In order to create a successful model of learning, I performed a deep dive into learning
game design in order to support the pedagogy of my game’s instruction. I collected
journal articles from the fields of psychology, learning science, cognitive science,
literature, and design, and used them to create a framework that was the skeleton of my
design. Based on the principles outlined by more than 70 academic sources, Quest
Arcanis’ pedagogical design is soundly supported as a work of learning design.
As I explored more academic research related to RPGs, I found that much of the
literature was interwoven with how RPGs interact with identity (Lacy, 2006), motivation
(Dickey, 2007), and pro-social behavior, such as empathy (Anderson & Co, 2010) and
communication (Adams, 2013). Through my research, I have found links that connect
the individual activities and dynamics of RPGs to positive outcomes, including pro-social
behavior and content learning. This discovery became the grounding for the pedagogical
design of Quest Arcanis – to introduce players to mechanics and situations that reinforce
the social behavior the game design already supports.
The areas of research that became the most influential on my design were motivational
and engagement theories that explained how humans are influenced by different factors,
values, and outcomes. While trying to create a framework to understand how I could
generate interest and appeal for my game, I discovered a set of broadly applicable set of
perspectives that foster engagement at a human level. This human-centered design,
including frameworks such as emotional and affective design, sensory design, skill
development, and creating identity narratives, became a central tentpole in the design of
Quest Arcanis.
Research – Game Design
In addition to the academic research done to support Quest Arcanis’ learning design, I
also performed extensive research into RPG game design, both as a landscape
analysis, and into RPG theory – a more academic discussion surrounding the play and
creation of tabletop RPGs. My research explored design structures for creating succinct,
compelling narratives in RPGs (JohnnFour, 2013) (Ashwell, 2015) (Robbins, 2017), as
well as supporting different play styles (Yee, 2017) (Kim, 2003), enabling agency and
meaningful choice (Macris, 2010) (Alexander, 2010), creating a balanced RPG system
(Alexander, 2007), and much more.
The research cited only scratches the surface of the total influence on game design
research done to support the creation of Quest Arcanis. The foundational cornerstone of
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Quest Arcanis - the rock on which it is built – is that the game is an authentic RPG
design that seeks to further explore the RPG design space, and create a product that
meaningfully pushes the genre forward in a new direction – in this case, towards new
players and perspectives. In order to support my goal, it was critically important that the
design be built in reference to the existing game design community and perspectives.
While QA doesn’t want to live in the shadow of other products, a goal of the design is to
be a meaningful expression that comes from within the community of RPG gamers, not a
product that is handed down from above or beyond the community.
Making a system that is authentically an RPG, derived from the theory and art of RPG
design, is the most important thing, not just in satisfying my own desires for the project,
but also in creating an authentic atmosphere that genuinely teaches players. A
simulacrum system that merely replicates the surface features of a system as complex
as RPGs would not serve to help players and might actually harm their understanding
through misconceptions and misrepresentation of knowledge. In as many of the design
elements as I could, I sought to create a game that is both on the surface and under
scrutiny an authentic, meaningful contribution to the tabletop RPG design space.
Throughout my design, I openly utilized features I found in my landscape assessment
from other RPGs that I felt could contribute to a positive play experience in Quest
Arcanis. Mechanics such as Advantage from Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition, or Keys
from Lady Blackbird have been ported over with relatively little changed about them, but
in a field where mechanics are tools in a toolbox contextualized by their use, I feel that
their implementation reinforces the strength and familiarity of the design – it seeks to be
an evolutionary step in RPG design, drawing from the best that I could find within the
field, and leaving the rest behind.
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Chapter 4 – User Research
Target Audience
!
!
!

13-35 years old Americans
Cultural Geek – Gaming, Fantasy, Comic Books, Sci-Fi, etc.
Interested in learning about RPGs

The target audience for Quest Arcanis is people who are interested in learning to play
tabletop RPGs but have never played before and want an easy system to learn with. My
starting seed for my thesis was to create a game that can serve as an introduction for
RPGs, so naturally, my target audience is ‘people who want to learn to play’. Having
taught hundreds of players across all age groups and walks of life, I understand that this
audience is diverse and has lots of different needs, and part of my goal with this project
was to explore the needs of those audiences.
As a past teacher who introduced my students to RPGs in class and out, I was initially
most focused on designing for teenagers, as that was a demographic I was highly
familiar with and knew had a demand for my design. However, as I began doing
research and having conversations with my adult peers, I discovered that there is also
demand for a product like this among the adult audience as well.
While exploring game and learning design, I discovered that these audiences are quite
similar along the axis that they interact with learning design – a 14-year old learning a
tabletop RPG has a lot in common with a 34-year old learning a tabletop RPG. With that
understanding, I set out to learn more about what these audiences wanted and needed
from a tabletop RPG, and how I could design to improve that learning and new player
experience.
The design of Quest Arcanis is for new gamers who are not yet enfranchised with
tabletop RPGs. As I spoke with members of the community, I discovered a diverse
cross-section of audiences for Quest Arcanis, each of which has their own preferences,
interests, and motivations for playing the game. Below, I describe personas I created to
understand these different groups and their interests, followed by a breakdown of the
factors that I believe influence their preferences, which served as the framework for my
design.

Primary Personas
Developing Gamer – Erika
- 18-30 years old
- College educated
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-

Embedded in geek culture
Interested in becoming more committed to games
Hasn’t played tabletop RPGs, but wants to try
Prefers social & story-based games
Would try a new game if it was easy, but won’t force it

Erika is someone who has always been exposed to tabletop RPGs but has never played
one before. Erika is a college student who once played a tabletop RPG in high school,
but the guys were mean, and they didn’t explain the rules, so she never played again. In
the time since, she’s started listening to a D&D podcast, and has started listening to
some of her college friends talking about their D&D games. Erika is interested in learning
more about RPGs, or maybe giving them another shot, but she isn’t ready to join her
friend Lenny’s game – they’ve been playing for years, and she would be totally lost.
Erika doesn’t want to join a random group for her first game, and she doesn’t feel ready
to read all the rules and GM her own game. Erika trusts the judgment of Lenny and her
other friends and would be willing to try a new game if they recommended it, and if she
had a straightforward solution to learning RPGs, she would take it. Erika has lots of
options in college for how she can spend her time, if an RPG doesn’t work out, she could
always try a different hobby. Creating a positive experience for Erika and her playgroup
could have a major impact on whether they continue to pursue RPGs as a genre in the
future or not.
The primary question to answer for Erika is, “How do I get her interested enough to try?”
Erika is someone who probably ultimately wants to try an RPG but is waiting for the right
experience. She likely wants to play it with a group of her friends, at the recommendation
of someone she knows deeper in the community, such as Lenny. By creating a game
meant to engage and interest the Erika’s of the world, I am hoping to bridge the gap
between her and trying or buying her first RPG. My goal with Erika was to create a
smooth learning process where she would maintain interest from the purchase all the
way through her final play session of the game.
Young Gamer – James
-12-18 years old
-Parents or older sibling plays games
-Interested in playing games, doesn’t know where to start
James is just getting into RPGs because he’s finally old enough to appreciate them.
Maybe he saw a parent or an older friend playing tabletop RPGs, and now he wants to
give them a try. James’ primary hobby is gaming, but he also likes reading and writing
stories, and his parents buy him new games a few times a year. James is unafraid of
reading the rules and learning everything about a game, but he might have trouble
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getting all his friends to come over for a 4-hour game session. Instead, they play games
at lunch, or after school, whenever he can squeeze it in.
The primary question for James is, “How do I expose him to the game?” As a younger
consumer, James is less exposed to tabletop RPGs outside of those handed down or
recommended to him by older and more knowledgeable people around him. Perhaps he
will learn about the game from a peer…. who learned about it from an older sibling or
friend. Thus, in hoping to introduce the James’ of the world to QA, I must also court his
older brother, Lenny.
Committed Gamer – Lenny
-20-50 Years old
-Probably Male
-Lifelong Hardcore Gamer (Self-described)
-Has played many RPGs before
-Intrinsically motivated to try new games
Lenny is an experienced gamer who has played RPGs before. Lenny is tied into gaming
communities, both online and amongst his social groups. He stays up to date on the
latest gaming releases and is always interested in new products that offer something
special or new. Lenny’s tastes in gaming are highly refined, and he has specific interests
within the geek space that are his acute interest. That said, he is familiar enough with
the geek domain that he knows what he is looking at with most types of fantasy and
science fiction. Lenny wants to be able to share his passion with his family and friends,
and isn’t above spending some, or potentially even a lot of money on games that he
thinks will be worthwhile.
Although Lenny is not the audience I am looking to court directly with Quest Arcanis, due
to the social learning nature of the game, and the impact that Lenny has on his less
embedded friends, I will also need to win Lenny’s heart if I am going to be successful
with Erika and James. These are the players who have want to try out new systems and
teach them to their friends.
The primary question to answer for Lenny is “Why should we play this instead of D&D?”
Lenny is an established gamer who is familiar with RPGs and other games. He is likely
already involved in several games which he and his friends are familiar, and they have
little incentive to try and new system that they will need to learn and pay for. Much of the
deeper design, including the familiarity of the design, and much of the aesthetic design
was developed to appeal to a more sensitive palate within the fantasy RPG space. My
setting design and some of the game design features were made to engage players who
were already familiar with fantasy and were not looking for another low-fantasy sword &
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sorcery style game. Instead, the dynamics of the world create a new and interesting
context for Lenny to explore.

Secondary Audience
Casual Gamer – Heather
-18-30 years old
-Plays games socially
-Gaming isn’t a hobby
-Wouldn’t buy a tabletop RPG, but would try it with friends
Heather is friends with Erika and Lenny but isn’t much of a gamer herself. She will play a
game when her friends need an extra player, but she is primarily there for the social
factor, and doesn’t put much effort or consideration towards playing the game. She has
no interest in reading the rules or knowing anything outside of what’s required for her to
play.
Although I am not focusing on this player in my design, I am considering their role – if
this game is to be for a new player to start learning, there’s a good chance there will be
at least one casual gamer at the table. As a result, I will need to keep my design very
straightforward, in order to keep and maintain the interest of the casual gamers.
Non-Gamer – Georgette
-18-70+ years old
-Doesn’t know much about games
-Low interest in gaming
-Would only play as a social activity
Georgette is Erika’s grandmother, and doesn’t really play games. She’s retired, and she
likes to knit, watch tv, or talk with her friends. She thinks games are silly, or maybe even
a waste of time. She would only play games to entertain her grandkids, and even then,
she will probably only play once.
My goal with Quest Arcanis is to catch the interest of even the non-gamer. Making a
product that can appeal to people of all ages is a challenging task, but I am trying with
my design to appeal to as wide a range of people as I can. If even a single non-gamer
sees my product and decides to give it a try, I would consider that a meaningful success.
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Old School Revival vs New School Community
An important consideration I discovered regarding the audience for my design is the
preferences of different audiences within the greater tabletop RPG community. Each of
these audiences will be looking for different things out of their experience with Quest
Arcanis, and thus my design will have to address the needs and preferences of multiple
different sub-cultural groups if it is going to be successful. A significant schism that has
emerged in the tabletop RPG community between a group of older and more traditional
gamers known as the OSR community, and a younger more progressive group that is
only fully emerging within the tabletop RPG community today. Research indicates
(Curran, 2011) that this trend represents a meaningful evolution within the RPG
community, and it is a trend that should be considered carefully in RPG design in the
contemporary context.
Old School Revival
The Old School Revival (OSR) community is largely made up of gamers who learned to
play or are influenced by tabletop RPGs between the 70s, when they first emerged,
through the mid-late 90s. During that time, Dungeons & Dragons and other tabletop
RPGs were very rules-driven and mechanical, with very little narrative or continuity.
Characters died frequently, and often with little greater purpose to the story. The games
were highly technical, as the community was largely evolved from math and history
geeks who relished in simulating detail of fantasy and historical combat. Often the rules
for OSR games are extremely granular, replicating mundane details such as how much
grain can be produced by a single farmer family depending on weather conditions in the
region (Autarch, 2014). This granularity is often hailed and cherished among the OSR
community, who tend to value simulationism and detail above all else.
As RPGs evolved through the late 90s and into the 2000s, however, a new style of
gameplay emerged; one focused on a more continuous narrative that emulated a TV
show or movie, where players could act as the protagonist in a continuous story. As this
style of play became popularized, player tastes changed, and new players who were
introduced to the more modern style of play were less interested in the older ways of
playing the game.
Average Preferences
Old School Revival

New School Community

Emphasis on combat

Emphasis on role-playing

Highly technical

Highly narrative
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Focus on realism and simulationism

Focus on story & character
development

New School Community
Over the last twenty years, a trend towards more narrative games has been steadily
progressing. Both players style of playing, and the market’s approach to game design
have reflected this. This stylistic change has slowly shifted the demographic center of
the community; while once it was focused around highly technical geeks who prefer
games that are highly mathematical and granular, now a second community exists within
the game space that prefers lighter and simpler systems. This new group, which I am
calling the New School Community (NSC) of players is different many meaningful ways
than the OSR community that learned to play in the 80s and 90s. Their motivations for
playing are different, their style and approach to playing is different, and they are even
largely demographically different. While the OSR community is overwhelmingly white
and male due to the game’s historical roots, the New School Community is much more
demographically diverse, and has a much stronger connection to the LGBTQ community
than D&D has in the past. While these differences may seem minor, throughout my
research, I consistently discovered differences in play preferences that I found important
when considering my design.
The NSC was raised in a different social context, and at a different point in the cultural
context of geekiness. While during the 80s and 90s geek culture was highly stigmatized
and insular, the 90s through the present day represent a breakout period for cultural
geekiness, and with the reduced stigma and drift towards the mainstream, many players
are coming to the hobby with a different set of base assumptions and touchstones.
These players have grown up watching Marvel movies and reading Harry Potter, and
thus, have a much different background than their more traditional friends in the OSR.
These differences expressed themselves across several dimensions I sought to
emphasize and support in my design.

Inclusionary Considerations
Throughout the narrative design for Quest Arcanis, I did my best to consider the
perspectives of different dimensions of
diversity that are present within modern
American discourse. The setting of the
campaign in a world in which race,
gender, sexual orientation, and other
surface features have no bearing on a
person’s place in the world. Instead, I
explored more direct tropes and
differences between peoples, such as
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Figure 12 - Percentage of gamers by genre that are
female (Yee, 2016)
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relative access to technology and power, and social-political standing in the world. I tried
to express these dynamics through dimensions other than those that are experienced in
our world, in order to provide a safe, but still meaningful and serious, place where people
could explore these concepts that I feel are essential to understanding the power
dynamics that influence how we relate to others.
Gender Considerations
One of the most important insights that I gleaned from exploring the differences between
the new school and OSR communities was the level of impact that gender makes on
gaming preferences. When speaking with NSR groups, I found that groups were on
average much more female representation, and as a result, their games had a much
different focus in gameplay. Several groups I spoke with told me their playgroups never
explored dungeons, and rarely engaged in combat. This style of gameplay was very
different than the approach of the OSR community, and even the way the games rules
are written to be played. When interviewing female developing gamers, I found that their
favorite part of tabletop RPGs was focused around social problem solving, where a
group of players with different interests and motivations come together to solve a
complex (or wicked) problem (Denning, 2009). These problems are often in themselves
social, such as figuring out how to convince the Queen you didn’t murder to her courier.

Figure 13 – The Gamer Motivation Model – the different groups of motivations for why people play games.
(Yee 2017)

Research also supports this claim. Lucas & Sherry (2004) and Grodal (2000) have
explored the differences between what motivates men and women in games, and they
are significant. Men and women largely prefer very different things, in terms of activities,
motivations, and rewards (Yee, 2017). This is also demonstrated in the types of games
that are played by each gender. A Quantic survey of over 270,000 people demonstrates
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that women tend to prefer completion, fantasy, and design as motivations for gaming,
rather than competition, destruction, and completion that lead men’s preferences (Yee,
2016).
Men

Women

Motivations

Competition, Destruction

Design, Completion, Fantasy

Challenges

Direct conflict, competition

Social Interaction, Problem
Solving

Rewards

Status or power increase

Narrative, Customization

Overcoming Historical Sexism in RPGs
Another important consideration for gender differences is engaging with an overcoming
the historical sexism that runs as a current through the tabletop RPG space from its
earliest days, all the way through the present day (Gygax, 2004) (Arndt, 2019). As a
traditionally male space, experiences with intense sexism are well-documented among
women, both in the attitudes of players at the table (D’Anastasio, 2014) (Donovan,
2014), as well as in the content created by designers (Kim, 2008) (Gygax, 2004).
In 2004, Gary Gygax, the co-creator of Dungeons & Dragons said the following,
“As I have often said, I am a biological determinist, and there is no question that male and female
brains are different. It is apparent to me that by and large females do not derive the same inner
satisfaction from playing games as a hobby that males do. It isn’t that females can’t play games
well, it is just that it isn’t a compelling activity to them as is the case for males” (Gygax, 2004).

While many in the RPG see Mr. Gygax as an unquestionable figure, on this particular
issue, I must disagree. Through my research, I have discovered that it is the design of
the games that has made them more appealing to a male audience, not any innate
structure of the mind. When designed to appeal to motivations that more women tend to
find motivating, it is possible to create an RPG or game that not only balances between
the genders but could even be more appealing to women (on average) than to men (on
average)! In designing Quest Arcanis I have sought to set aside gendered ways of
thinking, and instead framed my motivation model on appealing to the three pillars of
RPGs, and to the different dimensions of the motivation model broadly.
Katherine Cross, a sociologist and PhD student at CUNY who studies gender in roleplaying, says that her D&D characters, “were always the kind of characters that were
lacking in major television shows—someone who was not reduced to her sexuality. For a
lot of women, role-playing gives us an opportunity to author our own visions of power”
(D’Anastasio, 2014). Throughout the design of Quest Arcanis, I have sought to
implement opportunities for people of all kinds to author their own visions of
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empowerment, and I believe this capacity is one of the greatest strengths RPGs can
offer individuals looking to explore their relationship to different identities.
Although a design can only do so much to encourage the behavior of its users, Quest
Arcanis seeks to create a welcoming and positive space for players of all genders and
sexual orientations by representing those identities in positive ways in the game. The
game also leans into design styles and preferences that are balanced across a range of
different motivations. Finally, the rules as written explicitly state that players are to be
welcoming and inclusionary to people of all types, and that nobody can speak for
another players’ character. By enforcing these perspectives at the rules level, the game
includes these perspectives in the boundaries of the magic circle, both to enforce them
during play, and to encourage bleed into wider frames of thinking (Fine, 2002).
Race Considerations
To ensure a lack of bias in designing characters regarding ethnic race and skin color, I
intentionally designed the characters in the game without natural feature descriptions, so
that they could be represented as any skin tone or ethnicity. During character review, I
wanted to feel that each character could be renditioned as either gender or any skin
color without losing an important facet of the character – my test was to ensure that no
character was defined by their gender or skin color to maintain their identity. When
working with artists to rendition the characters, I diversified the cast to include a wide
range of ethnicities and skin tones.
Sexuality Considerations
I felt that I generally wanted to trend away from discussing sexuality, as it is not relevant
in the game, and has lots of potentially harmful outcomes associated with it, particularly
among inexperienced role-players. However, providing the opportunity for players to
explore new identities, including those of different genders or sexual orientations is
something that I have personally experienced as being powerful and meaningful, as well
as being supported by research as being important for healthy development (McAdams
& McLean, 2013).
Insofar as gender and sexuality are relevant to the game, i.e. in the personal and
romantic relationships between characters, I expressed a range of romantic
relationships, including bisexual and homosexual relationships, in the character design. I
did my best to include these dimensions in a subtle, tasteful way so that players who are
interested in exploring these themes could pick up on them, but a player who does not
wish to can simply overlook or ignore them.
The primary space in which I explored the concept of gender was through the Mecha, a
race of genderless constructs created by humans. As constructs, the Mecha have no
natural gender, and thus use gender neutral pronouns. Some Mecha, however, prefer to
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take on one gender or another during their lives, and thus prefer to be referred to
through gendered pronouns.
The goal of this design, in addition to being an aesthetic element in the world story, was
to provide a framework in which a person inexperienced with non-binary genders could
understand or explore non-binary gender. As created sexless beings, Mecha have no
need for the construct of gender, and thus provide a potentially more intuitive model for
why the construct of gender, or binary gender, may be obsolete. My goal was to provide
a model that players could refer to when considering the shortcomings of the constructs
of gender and what they capture, and to deepen players’ schemas of a more postgender society.

Player Types
Perhaps the most meaningful takeaway that I
have found in all my conversations with
community members is that different players
play tabletop RPGs for very different
reasons, and different groups play differently.
Even within the same community, regardless
of gender, age, or relationship to the game,
different people have very different interests,
and find different parts of play within an RPG
to be the most meaningful.
For some
players, the game is all about solving
puzzles, or picking all the right traits to Figure 14 - Bartle types visual chart
optimize your character. Others want to
discover who their character really is through acting, to write elaborate backstories and
develop complex relationships among different characters. Others want to hit monsters
with a big stick. More experienced players exhibit these preferences in a highly
developed way, with extremely particular tastes. Even non-gamers express these
preferences at a basic level.
While synthesizing my research on RPGs, I have found a series of frameworks, that
when overlaid on each other, provide a powerful road map that shows the path to the
most salient and meaningful parts of tabletop RPGs, all of which can be associated with
different gameplay styles and preferences. I have used these frameworks throughout my
design to inform the content I used to appeal to different player audiences.
Bartle Types
Richard Bartle suggested there are four different prime motivations for players in
games (1996). Although this model has been greatly expanded and debated since its
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first presentation, it provides meaningful structure to the conversation about why people
enjoy social games. The four types are:
·
Killers – Players who want to demonstrate skill or mastery in the game, preferably
against other players. Highly competitive.
·
Achievers – Players who want to complete every element and experience all of
the content within the game.
·
Explorers – Players who wish to understand and test the boundaries of the game
system, typically by exploring the map, but also through the game’s mechanics.
·
Socializers – Players who play primarily to interact with other players and engage
socially within a community.
These different types suggest the things that players wish to do in multiplayer game
environments. Players can of course be a combination of different types, or express
different types at different times. However, these four motivations provide guideposts for
the types of activities that players want to be doing in multiplayer games.
The Three Pillars of RPGs
Within the RPG community, the games are understood through something known as the
Three Pillars of RPGs, a framework that emerged in the 90s and 2000s through
discussion in online forums throughout the community (Edwards, 2003). The framework
describes three primary types of actions that players take while playing a tabletop RPG.
They are:
·
Combat – Fighting against monsters or other enemies by using the special
abilities and mechanics described in the game rules.
·
Role-Playing – Interacting socially as a character with the other players, as well
as the different NPC characters in the game world.
·
Exploration – Discovering new locations, moving around in and learning about
the game world, finding secret areas, uncovering hidden knowledge or items. This
sometimes also extends to a thematic level, where the explorer wants to understand and
test the logic by which the game world operates.
These three pillars represent the types of actions and interactions that players take while
playing an RPG. Most players have a preference on which pillar or pillars they prefer,
and most games tend to focus on one or two of the pillars. Even the latest edition of
Dungeons & Dragons admits that it primarily focuses on combat (Wizards of the Coast,
2017) in its rules and gameplay. Each pillar of gameplay offers a different dimension of
interaction, that draws on different skills and knowledge within both the player and their
character.
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GNS Model
The GNS model (Edwards, 2004) describes different approaches to play that different
players embody in tabletop RPGs. These perspectives will inform how each player
determines their goals for the game experience, and what how they will frame their
decisions during play. Players understand their goals in the game experience through
one or more of these frames:
·
Gamism – The gamist perspective sees the RPG as a game, first and foremost.
The player will be looking for opportunities to ‘win’ by whatever definition they or the
game creates.
·
Narrativism – This perspective is defined by seeing the RPG as a story with
significant themes. The player sees I as the protagonist in a story and seeks to create a
compelling narrative through their actions in play.
·
Simulationism – Simulationism seeks to explore the RPG and game world as
systems, understanding how they work, and learning more about them. These players
enjoy discovering the rules and themes by which the game operates and enjoy filling in
the details of the system and world.
The GNS model describes the attitudes that players take when determining their
motivations as players. The model is informative when considering how to design the
types of actions situations that players will be engaged with, and what elements of the
game design to focus on, depending on which audience you are targeting.
Threefold Model
The Threefold Model (Kim, 1997) describes the different goals towards which a GM can
approach managing the game. The three goals influence how a GM or game design
should decide how to resolve events, and what elements to emphasize during gameplay.
This includes the rules that are a part of the game, as well as the interpretation of those
rules by the GM when resolving events during play.
·
Drama – Drama dictates that telling a cohesive and meaningful narrative is the
most important element of the game. When resolving events, resolutions that express
narrative themes or that fit will with how the plot is unfolding are the most desirable.
·
Game – Game emphasis focuses on the mechanical challenges that players face
throughout the RPG. It is concerned with resource management, balance, winconditions, and strategy. When resolving events, the outcome should depend on how
the rules and mechanics of the game have been applied.
·
Simulation – Simulation is primarily concerned with maintaining the internal
consistency of the game world, and what ‘should’ happen, given the previous events and
themes displayed in the setting and game. When resolving events, ensuring that events
unfold ‘realistically’ takes precedence over other themes.
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The Threefold model can in understood as the social contract between the players and
the GM – the sort of response can they expect when they act in the game world. An
important difference between this model and the GNS model is that the GNS model
describes player preferences, while the Threefold model describes GM and game style.
Player Stance
Player Stance, a model first described by John Kim (1997), explores the different
perspectives that players can take on when acting as their character. Stance describes
the ways that players make and rationalize decisions for their characters during the
game.
·
Actor – In the actor stance, the player acts as they believe their character would
act, making decisions based only on the personality and information that character has
access to.
·
Pawn – In the pawn, or author stance, players treat their character a a game
piece that they can control and use strategically, drawing on information that might not
be available to their character, but is available to the player. Some players will use
backwards rationalization to explain why their character acted the way the player wanted
them to.
·
Director – In the director stance, the player considers how they think a scene or
encounter should play out, and then has their character act accordingly to play towards
that outcome.
It’s important to note that few players ever stay in one role for long. In many cases,
players will shift from one role to the next, depending on the situation they find
themselves in. Broadly, however, these mindsets can have lots of influence on what
challenges and outcomes players are looking for throughout the game.
Resolution Systems
The final model considered here is a description of resolution systems, which are ways
that actions with unknown outcomes are resolved. According to Jonathan Tweet, who
wrote about the subject in his game Everway (Wizards of the Coast, 1995), these
systems have a major impact on the story and gameplay outcomes are determined in a
tabletop RPG and will influence a game’s style in a fundamental way.
·
Drama – In a drama resolution system, the outcome should be determined by
what is best for the story. Players decide what result they want to happen in the story,
and that is what happens.
·
Fortune – A randomizer (such as rolling dice or drawing from a deck of cards) is
used to determine the results of an action.
·
Karma – A fixed stat value determines if a character is successful or not at a
given action.
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Each of these different approaches leads to a different style of gameplay and can result
in dramatically different games. The resolution system should match the GNS approach
used for the game in order to create a more cohesive design.
Adding it all up
It seems clear across all these systems that there are three trends that suggest different
approaches towards playing and designing tabletop RPGs. Although individual
preferences can be flexible and adaptive, and these models map onto each other only
loosely, they still provide an insightful guide towards establishing the sorts of content I
have aimed to design and develop for Quest Arcanis. These three distinct ‘channels’ of
interest help provide structure for considering the needs and interests of players, and
how the design of the game should be framed.
A Unified Player Type Model
3 Pillars

Exploration

Combat

Role-Playing

GNS Model

Simulationist

Gamist

Narrativist

Threefold Model

Simulation

Game

Drama

Stances

Director

Pawn

Actor

Resolution System

Karma

Fortune

Drama

Bartle Types

Explorer / Achiever

Killer / Achiever

Socializer

Associated
Thinking

Systems thinking,
critical thinking

Spatial-reasoning
thinking

Social skills,
identity
development

These models are also very helpful in trying to make sense of the disconnects between
player preferences that were previously difficult to describe. Although, again, these
patterns are only broad suggestions at individuals’ preferences, they provide insight
towards a game design model framework that I have considered frequently when talking
to potential users, and throughout my design process.
User Types (Generalized)

OSR
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3 Pillar
Emphasis

GNS Model
Approach

Typical
Stance

Preferred
Resolution
System

Bartle
Type

Combat /

Gamist /

Pawn /

Karma /

Killer /
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Exploration

Simulationist

Director

Fortune

Achiever

NSC

Exploration /
Role-Playing

Narrativist

Actor

Drama /
Karma

Socializer
/ Explorer

Erika

Role-Playing

Narrativist

Actor

Drama

Socializer
/ Explorer

James

Any

Gamist /
Narrativist

Actor

Fortune /
Drama

Killer /
Explorer

Lenny

Combat / RolePlaying

Gamist

Pawn

Fortune

Killer /
Achiever

This table provides a broad view of how I believe that these demographics could be
represented across the different user type axes. Although each of these groups is a
broad spectrum that presents different preferences at different times, understanding the
preferences of individuals and groups across these dimensions provided design space
that I could use to tailor Quest Arcanis’ style to the groups I was seeking to court with my
design.
Player Types in Quest Arcanis
Considering all the axes on which player preferences exist has significantly influenced
my design. My game will need to account for all of the different things that players are
interested in and provide a flexible base that can be adapted for different play groups.
It’s also provided a framework by which I’ve been able to categorize and understand the
landscape of existing RPGs.
Quest Arcanis Design Framework

Quest
Arcanis

3 Pillar
Position

GNS Model
Approach

Encouraged
Stance

Resolution
System

Bartle Type

Role-Playing

Narrativist

Actor

Dramatic
Fortune

Socializer /
Explorer

Quest Arcanis is a highly narrative RPG, with an emphasis on role-playing and character
acting between the players. The story is the most important aspect of gameplay, and the
other systems in the game serve to support the players exploring and progressing
through the narrative. Although the game includes elements such as combat and a
karmic stat system, the design overall leans towards the interests of the NSC audience,
connecting to the other pillars and domains only as much as it needs to in order to stay
true to the RPG genre, and to support the interest of other types of players. The game’s
rules exist to support players maintaining an actor stance as much as possible – both
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the Key system and the narrative design support players acting in-character. As a
learning game, Quest Arcanis does encourage exploration and system discovery –
players are most often rewarded for learning new things about the game. However, the
focus on the design has been on social outcomes, and thus, the overwhelming amount
of energy from both the players and GM will be spent on social interaction.
This design framework was a significant step in not only the design of Quest Arcanis, but
my own understanding of how tabletop RPGs can be designed. By thinking about the
types of actions and interactions that players will be taking and having throughout a
gameplay session, I can create a structure by which they take actions that facilitate the
behaviors I want, which lead to play patterns and mindsets, deliberately creating a
specific frame of play. By creating a highly social story game where players are
rewarded for acting in pro-social ways, players will create positive associations with
those outcomes, which can bleed through the frame of the game into their real lives
(Fine, 2002), leading to an eventual impact in their real lives.
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Chapter 5 – Design Rationale
The design rationale for Quest Arcanis was simple – based on the shortcomings and
benefits of RPGs in the modern context, I wanted to create a learning game design for
an RPG that overcame the shortcomings of RPGs, intentionally facilitated their benefits,
and design a progressive and innovating RPG for new players.
My most important consideration was making sure that the game worked as a learning
design, and that players who played Quest Arcanis would walk away from the
experience understanding RPGs better than they did before. I also wanted to feel
confident that users would engage with, and potentially be impacted by the game’s prosocial framework. Finally, it was very important to me that Quest Arcanis be a clear
descended of the d20-based tabletop RPG family. When designing and developing the
game content, I referred to many traditional and classic styles and approaches of
crafting RPGs and instilled many of the values I’ve found in RPGs in its design. This was
important not only to make the game a success, and something I as a game designer
could be proud of, but also to create an authentic learning experience for players.

Learning Game Design Framework
In order to ensure that the learning design for
Quest Arcanis was robust and effective, I
used the Learning Game Design framework
developed by NYU professor Dr. Jan Plass
(Plass, Homer, Kinzer, 2015). This framework
suggests that there are four pillars that lead to
effective learning games - cognitive, social,
affective, and motivational. Based on the
principles that inform each of these pillars, I
constructed the design for Quest Arcanis to be
an effective learning game that supports
learning of not only the game’s mechanics,
but also social skills.
Cognitive Design Elements
Managing
cognitive
load
–
Figure 15 – Learning Game Design Framework
Throughout Quest Arcanis’ design, I have (Plass, Homer, Kinzer, 2015)
taken great care to always introduce only
small bits of information at a time, and to provide context for as much information as
possible before introducing new information. Allowing players to develop a schema for
the game and how all of its parts interact is a critical element of teaching gameplay.
Players are given elements to help offload cognitive burdens such as tracking stats and
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game elements by turning them into game pieces such as Arcanis Points and a health
die.
Guided Discovery – QA’s design supports both players and GMs having a
guided discovery exploration of how tabletop RPGs work. The layout of the encounter
and narrative design throughout the campaign carefully introduces players one
mechanic as a time to the robust world of RPGs. The beginning of first adventure of the
game is extremely scoped and controlled, with clear steps for what is supposed to be
done, until players can learn how to interact with the game. As they develop greater
skills, they are given more and more freedom and opportunity to access new game
elements and greater complexity. Likewise, GMs are provided with lots of structure and
scaffolding for the first adventure, which eventually fades away, until the last adventure
provides the GM a nearly blank slate of opportunities for them to create their own story.
Scaffolding & Feedback - Players are provided scaffolding through game
elements such as character cards, the player guide, and more. The narrative and
encounter design carefully introduces players to new content one step at a time,
ensuring players have a strong grasp of a mechanic or game concept before moving to
the next segment of the adventure with new challenges. Each action that players take is
adjudicated by a die roll, the outcome of which is narrated to the player, which then
feeds into the overall result of an encounter, which influences the success of an
adventure, and eventually the entire campaign. This provides players with a tight
feedback loop that they can see impacting greater and greater frames of gameplay,
providing context for the importance of their actions.
Situated in Context – Quest
Arcanis uses situatedness to facilitate
learning social behaviors and skills
during gameplay. By seeing how
other characters act and encourage
players to act, they can see how prosocial behavior such as empathy and
kindness can be important, and how
situations can reward them without it
being a 1-1 mechanical reward for
acting a certain way – rather,
characters
react
and
respond
differently to different attitudes, much
as in real life. Providing situations
where players can naturally be
Figure 16 - (Plass, Homer, Kinzer, 2015)

rewarded for being empathic and social was
an important part of Quest Arcanis’ learning design.
Information Representation – Throughout Quest Arcanis, I have sought to
make as much information as easily available and usable as possible. From the icon-
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focused character cards to the spatial contiguity of the adventure guide, Quest Arcanis
seeks to provide as much information as possible in carefully segmented and laid out
chunks that provide what the user needs at that moment, and little else. Choosing which
information to segment into which elements was an important part of user testing.
Social Design Elements
Social learning – Tabletop RPGs are deeply social games, and the primary
source of learning these games is through social interaction. Often, one or two players
(the GM and someone who owns the game) will teach the game to the rest of the
players verbally. Often, the exact rules of the game are facilitated purely socially, often
with “House Rules” that are distinct from the text rules as written, how the players
customize their game experience. The social learning that comes from doing this is
powerful and will ensure that players develop strong understandings of the rules if they
wish to successfully participate in play with their friends.
Social Context – An important consideration for Quest Arcanis as a learning
design is that it is a game that people choose to play with their friends. This context is
significant, because it creates a very different set of motivations for its learners than
many other designs where users must interact with them. Tabletop RPGs are often said
to be an excuse to socialize, where the game comes second to having a fun time with
friends. Quest Arcanis embraces this philosophy and uses it as an assumption while
learning. Because users will be working together to play through the experience, every
part of that experience will be socially facilitated, and players will need to work together
to learn and beat the game.
Social Agency – One of the most powerful aspects of RPGs is that players can
take any action they can describe; they’re not constrained to a set of inputs such as with
video games. Thus, RPGs are a very agency-focused style of game. Indeed, I personally
subscribe to the Agency Theory of Fun (Macris, 2010), and used the approach as a
centerpiece of my design philosophy for Quest Arcanis. By allowing players to act on
and see the results of their personal agency, as well as proxy and group agency, when
they act on behalf of the group, players can experience significant learning. Practicing
proxy and group agency also supports practicing skills related to teamwork and problem
solving, parts of the pro-social suite Quest Arcanis aims to develop.
Relatedness – One of the reasons I put so much effort into user research for
Quest Arcanis was that relatedness is a critical cornerstone of RPGs – having
characters, narratives, and themes that players find meaning in, and can relate to, is
essential to their fun and impact. Players in RPGs want to explore who their character is,
and through doing so, are exploring a dimension of their own selves. This exploration of
identity through frames (Fine, 2002) is an important part of personal development, but
also facilitates meaningful learning. Learners who feel that the content they’re interacting
has meaning to them personally is much more impactful and can generate significant
motivation to learn and achieve mastery. Additionally, the relatedness between the
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players in the game creates a cohort effect, where the players learn and grow together,
teaching each other as they themselves learn and master new skills and information.
Affective Design Elements
Emotional Design: Representation – In Quest Arcanis, I considered the
representation of game elements very carefully. The game utilizes color and shape
theory to generate a positive, curious mood in users, and supports that mood through
the soundtrack, and even the font and word choice in narrations has been carefully
selected to generate specific moods at specific points in gameplay. Thematic elements
such as the Arcanis crystals were selected specifically to support affective engagement,
evidence of which was present in user testing. The inclusion of concept art related to
different mechanics was also included to support affective engagement.
Emotional Design: Interaction - Another dimension of affective engagement is
through the mechanics of gameplay, where players have access to supernatural powers
that allow them to perform amazing actions. They take these actions by spending the
affectively engaging Arcanis Crystals, which are mechanically connected to desirable ingame behaviors. Finally, Quest Arcanis’ game design is pumped full of positive affective
encounters, such as secret areas to discover, funny or interesting characters to meet,
and emotionally powerful narrative scenes that the players will need to navigate during
play.
Attitudes – Quest Arcanis’ design displays a clear and unrepentant attitude that
supports fun, fast gameplay, and a pro-social attitude. From the design of character
selection, through the attitudes of those characters, to the rules of play, Quest Arcanis’
focus is on getting players into the most fun parts of gameplay, while encouraging them
to act kindly and work together as a team. The game’s narrative clearly sets them up to
be the protagonists in the adventure, rewarding them for good behavior, while redirecting
them and only slightly punishing them if they want to explore and try being the ‘bad
guys’. Quest Arcanis’ attitude and tone are meant to emphasize the most engaging and
fun parts of gameplay, fast-tracking through the slow and tedious elements, with a
casual and relaxed tone. This is meant to facilitate players feeling at ease and that the
system is simple and manageable. This attitude will lead to reduced stress and anxiety
around learning the rules, which supports ease of learning and retention.
Motivational Design Elements
Generating Interest – Quest Arcanis was designed utilizing the four-phase
model of interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006), which I used to consider how I would help
players develop their own individual interest. Because Quest Arcanis is a game that
players choose how and when to engage with, at least some of the players will be in
phase 2 at the beginning of gameplay, simply through intrinsic motivation. Through
social and game elements, I have strived to introduce affective game elements, new
game mechanics, and narrative progress in a pattern that continues to feed each of the
different player types an interest-generating piece of content every so often, to try and
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keep building player interest. The goal is for players to leave the first session of
gameplay somewhere between Phases 2 and 3 of the model, and at the end of the
campaign, players will have a well-developed individual interest in continuing to play
RPGs.

Figure 17 - 4-Phase Model of Interest. Image source:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jeanie_Beh/publication/286459834/figure/fig1/AS:307105950126080@
1450231172048/The-Four-Phase-Model-of-Interest-Development-by-Hidi-and-Renninger-2006-interpretedand.png

Goal Orientation – One of the challenges of RPGs is that they are so openended, players often struggle to determine what their action goals are or fail to grasp the
concept that they are supposed to create their own goals. In QA, I emphasized the goal
structure of gameplay to shuttle players from one segmented goal-task to another, with
NPCs and other game design elements, such as the level design, locking them into
narrow task-oriented pathways. During the very beginning of the game, players have
only a single focused goal, which slowly blossoms into a web of differing objectives,
which the players will learn to navigate and prioritize for themselves based on their own
interests and motivations. Players will also be able to create their own games throughout
the story and game, which will provide self-motivated players to delve even further into
the system, providing self-efficacy and control that is highly motivating for some players
and learners. With a clear set of goals that open into a web of choice-driven options,
players will have little trouble understanding what they are supposed to be doing or why,
making it a straightforward process for them to learn from and engage with the game
content.
Self-Determination
Theory – Throughout Quest
Arcanis, players will be provided
with ample opportunities to
express their agency through their
decisions, actions, and words.
Players can do this best through
interacting with the channels of
gameplay that support them, as
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Figure 18 - (Plass, Homer, Kinzer, 2015)
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those channels have a magnified level of impact on the narrative and game system. In
other words, players will be rewarded by channeling themselves and their growth into
the game. Because the game continues to get more challenging and complicated as the
players progress, they will remain in their zone of optimal development, both
mechanically improving their characters stats, and their personal skill as players. These
channels for growth foster intrinsic motivation by satisfying players desires for
competence, autonomy, and relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2004).
Self-Efficacy Theory – Tabletop RPGs, and games in general, and powered by
the assumption that the player is provided with all the necessary tools to complete a
given task. In Quest Arcanis, I have done my best to provide a deep toolbox of tools that
players can apply to a broad range of situations, both in the core mechanics, and in the
narrative gameplay. From the first adventure through the campaign, players are provided
with scaffolds to ensure that they as players have what they need to understand and
complete their tasks, and their pre-made characters ensure that they have the necessary
skills and abilities to overcome the challenges that face them in the story. I also
embraced a core philosophical tenant of RPGs, which is that “anything can happen”. The
rules include a Critical Success / Critical Failure component, which means that players
can have extreme events occur if they roll a 20 or a 1 on action die rolls. Players have
reason to believe that they truly can do anything, despite low odds. As a fantasy
fulfillment game, RPGs provide an amazing environment where players can safely test
their boundaries and themselves. It is a social context where they can practice acting
heroic, or brave, or selfless. Seeing those actions rewarded because the tasks were
designed to meet them at their skill level provides satisfaction and reinforcement that
leads to authentic learning and helps them be more prepared for when they face similar
circumstances in the future, in or outside of the game.

Multimedia Principles
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In designing the assets for Quest
Arcanis, I have deliberately
made them with consideration
towards Mayer’s Multimedia
Principles (Mayer, 2005). In
particular, the design showcases
the
importance
of
the
segmenting
and
signaling
principles. Quest Arcanis’ design
is highly segmented, with each
individual
game
element
deserving its own separate game
card or piece, rather than all of
them being published together in
a single textbook that has to be consistently navigated. By having a map, character card,
and contact card all separately in front of the players, they can easily organize the
information in their minds, and only access the information they need at a given point.
The design also uses signaling to direct players’ information to different areas across the
design. The use of icons and text segmenting makes the large amount of necessary text
much more readable and digestible. The game’s map also utilizes color-coding to help
emphasize or de-emphasize different information as it becomes important to the players.

Figure 19 - NPC Enemy Card Mockup

The design of Quest Arcanis also emphasizes spatial and temporal contiguity, with
relevant information being diseminated to the players and GM only on an as-needed
basis. The GM helps facilitate this process among the players socially by introducing
new rules and content only as the players are ready for it or engage with that content.

New Player Emphasis
In response to the problems with RPGs outlined in chapter 2, I created a set of principles
that were meant to emphasize the new-player experience:
Quick Setup – The game needed to be simple and straightforward to start playing, and
players needed to be able to learn the rules and start playing within 30 minutes of
opening the box.
Low Time Commitment – A game session needs to be two hours or less. Based on
motivational research (Hidi & Renninger, 2006), situational interest lasts only a short
time, and needs to be met with some kind of reward if it is to transition into indivdual
interest. For first time players, having a short, digestible play session with a big
rewarding ending is ideal.
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Simple, Reusable Rules - Rather than having lots of individual rules to guide each and
every different situation, I knew it would be important to establish a few simple practices
that could be learn quickly, and then applied creatively in lots of ways. The the
Roll+Bonus System, the Keys System, and the Arcanis Points System are the essence
of Quest Arcanis, and those three mechanics make up the vast majority of what players
will do throughout gameplay. The applications of those rule systems, however, allow
players an infinitude of options and possibilities, creating easy to learn, but deep and
meaningful gameplay.
Designed for New Audiences - As explored in chapter 3, Quest Arcanis was
deliberately constructed both mechanically and narratively to appeal to the New School
Community audience. The game’s approach and style caters to their needs and
interests, and is built to accommodate their preferences.
Modern Design Approach – Rather than basing the content design on works of the
past, Quest Arcanis derived its content and narrative design on structures that facilitate
meaningful learning and utilize modern design principles.

Pro-Social Design Emphasis
Sociality is a core component of RPGs – although single-player RPGs exist, the genre is
overwhelmingly played in groups of 3-6 people. Most RPGs are team-based, where the
players are all working together against some force, often controlled by the GM. The
natural dynamic of RPGs is a social one, where players are taking turns contributing to
the story through the rules of the game. The process I’m describing is already a social
one, where players are practicing important social skills such as turn taking, building off
the ideas of others, and finding their own voice in a conversation. In designing Quest
Arcanis, my goal was to emphasize these features of gameplay, and to provide
scenarios where players could practice them.
Game systems such as the Key system force players to take on the emotions and
attitudes of other characters, a skill associated with empathy and perspective taking. By
tying these actions to the core gameplay loops of the RPG, players will be forced to
interact with these mechanisms that allow them to practice these skills. Although this
might under other circumstances break the magic circle because of the forced skill
practice, because it’s an RPG, and the skill they’re practicing is role-taking, it is a natural
fit into the game loop that rewards them mechanically with Arcanis Points.
Other rules and game systems generate scenarios where players will need to practice
social skills more subtly. One example is the initiative system, which says “Players must
decide amongst themselves who goes first during combat.” This simple, single line of
text hides an elaborate process that can be an important opportunity for players to
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practice consensus building in a group of equals. In one playtest, the following scenario
played out at the start of combat:
Player 1: Okay, who goes first?
GM: That’s up to you, you all decide.
Player 1: Oh, I want to go first!
Player 2: Wait wait, we should think about it.
Player 3: Well I was the one who started things [by entering the room with an
enemy] so I think it makes the most sense in the story that I go first.
Player 1: Yeah, but if I go in there, I can use my spell on them.
Player 2: Well [Player 3] did open the door I think it makes sense they go first.
Player 1: Okay, but I want to go next!
Player 3: [Sigh]. (Playtest 2, 2018)
This simple example shows how the three individuals each expressed their vision and
rationalization for why they thought the story and game should operate in a specific way.
Although this instance was resolved quickly and easily, it provides an opportunity to
practice, which is essential for improvement. With all the different situations and contexts
that Quest Arcanis puts players in, and all of the different perspectives and motivations
of different players, the design supports players expanding their schemas of social
interaction and negotiation.
Pro-social attitudes are also embedded into the narrative of the game. Throughout the
campaign, players will interact with NPCs with a wide range of personal histories and
attitudes. The overwhelming majority of these characters are best interacted with in a
positive, empathetic way. Players who act friendly and understanding towards
characters such as hobos, police officers, or crime witnesses will find those characters to
be open and honest, whereas if they are aggressive and hostile, the NPCs will respond
in kind. The narrative of the game mirrors real life and demonstrates to players the
benefit of acting empathically towards others.
Quest Arcanis also has pro-social values baked into its game philosophy. GMs are
encouraged to foster and reward teamwork and empathy among their players through
the Arcanis Points system. Players can also gift Arcanis Points to their fellow players,
encouraging them to work together to use their most valuable resource in order to
overcome the challenges they face. The diverse array of challenges players will face
throughout the game requires them to work together and rely on their different skills,
both as characters and players, creating a jigsaw system that encourages them to work
together.
Through all these mechanisms and more, the design encourages players to work as a
team to overcome abstract social challenges, where they will need to think creatively as
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a team if they want to be successful. By allowing players to practice these skills in a safe
environment that rewards pro-social behavior and fosters empathy, Quest Arcanis hopes
to influence new RPG gamers to take these attitudes with them both into future games,
and into the greater world beyond.

Contemporary RPG Design
The final cornerstone of my design rationale was basing my design on the most evolved
RPGs of the modern era and seeing what evolutions and adaptations I could bring to
them myself. I based my game design overwhelmingly on the existing framework of the
d20 system for 5th edition Dungeons & Dragons. I wanted Quest Arcanis to be an
authentic RPG, not an overly simplified game that emulates some basic features. In
order to create a meaningful environment and game pace that would engage players
and resonate with existing tabletop RPG communities, I based my design on several
popular contemporary frameworks.
The Five Room Dungeon
Originally authored by JohnnyFour on the Strolen forum (JohnnyFour, 2007), this format
strips down the RPG experience to five encounters, each with a distinct purpose. The
first is the entrance / guardian, which sets the tone and theme for the adventure. The
second is a puzzle or role-playing challenge, where the players need to think and act
more carefully and get more invested in the narrative. Encounter three is a trick or
setback, when something bad or unexpected happens. Encounter four is the climax,
where something big and dramatic happens, often a large battle. And the final encounter
is the reward / revelation, where some new benefit, information, or insight is gained.

Figure 20 - The narrative structure for Quest Arcanis
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This model provided a framework for how I could progress through different types of
narratives and challenges quickly and succinctly. Although I ultimately modified the fiveencounter structure to accommodate for the unique needs of my project, it was an
important framework for considering the pacing and structure of the individual
adventures.

Figure 21 – This interactive narrative design structure gives players meaningful choice while maintaining a
tight structure. Early choices impact later choices in a streamlined way.
Image source: https://www.choiceofgames.com/2011/07/by-the-numbers-how-to-write-a-long-interactivenovel-that-doesnt-suck/

This structural technique also allows for each encounter to have a wide range of player
inputs and outcomes without exponentially increasing the number of final outcomes in
the gameplay and narrative (Fabulich, 2011).
Jacquaying
Another important model I considered was one written by Justin Alexander in a multi-part
article called Jacquaying the Dungeon (Alexander, 2010). In it, Alexander describes how
to create “complex and dynamic environments”, in which players are making meaningful
decisions, and meaningfully exploring, rather than simply moving from one end of a
linear environment to another. In order to create game environments that are more
interesting and fun to explore, Alexander describes several techniques including having
multiple connections between different areas, having secret or unusual connections
between rooms, or including looping areas. His argument for creating distinct,
interesting, and easily navigated game spaces was influential on my design of the game
maps, which allowed me to create a lot of play space and content out of a small amount
of writing and map creation.
Western Marches Sandbox
The western marches (Robbins, 2007) is a famous example of a sandbox RPG, where
the game is focused on a large-scale map of an environment, where the players choose
where to go and what to do. Rather than being driven by an external narrative, the
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players are the protagonists whom the story follows as they move throughout the
environment. This style of gameplay changes the emphasis from being a top-down, GMdriven set of story scenes, into a bottom-up player-driven set of choices and
consequences. Although the current vision of Quest Arcanis doesn’t fully realize this
transition into the city-mode style of play, I was very influenced by the idea that as
gameplay progresses, the narrative opens into a more branching and open-ended world
where players are actors on a large scale stage, moving around the city completing
missions and tasks that they care about and choose to complete.

Theory of Change
Quest Arcanis’ theory of change is centered around the learning mechanic design
framework (Plass et. al, 2012) (Plass et. al, in press), which suggests that there are four
stages to teaching attitudes and behaviors. In the case of Quest Arcanis, the learning
that happens relates to understanding game mechanics and attitudes, as well as prosocial skills, which I operationalized for this project as empathy. Although there are many
other social skills such as teamwork, pluralism, and openness to new ideas that I believe
RPGs can support, for the purposes of this thesis and considerations of scope, I opted to
focus on just one, and to represent that learning as well as possible.

Figure 22 - Learning Mechanic Design Framework (Plass et. al., 2014)
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The goal of the design was not to force players to do the learning that the game
supports, but rather to create an activity system where players are encouraged,
motivated, and rewarded for performing tasks that support pro-social skills and attitudes.
This was done by using the learning game design framework. The goal of the design is
not to teach new information, but rather to provide contextual situations in which players
can practice using these skills and behaviors. Because the game was designed to be
used by a consumer audience, and not for direct pedagogical use, the design is meant
to support and facilitate this learning, rather than being a direct teaching tool.
The game’s design emphasizes perspective taking, cooperation, and helpfulness
(Rivers, Wickramasekera, Pekala, Rivers, 2016), where the players are encouraged by
the game’s structure and narrative to take on the role of people other than themselves,
and then to interact in a positive way with others as that character. This learning is
facilitated directly through game mechanics such as the Key system, the Arcanis Points
system, and through role-playing, which is a central mechanic of gameplay.
While that framework alone is a powerful activity system for developing empathy, the
design goes deeper than that. The activities that players are performing throughout play
encourage them to act pro-socially, aiding and assisting others in a social framework. By
providing an internal rationale and logic for why the players want to behave this way, and
providing narrative and mechanical incentives for doing so (progressing the story,
unlocking secret rewards, etc.), players are provided with scaffolded practice scenarios
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where they can explore empathic attitudes and behaviors while being encouraged by the
rules of play and the other players.
Throughout the game, players are presented with contextualized problems that force
them to work together and rely on one another in order to succeed at various tasks.
They’re also encouraged by the team-based format of play to work together, as all of the
players have a shared fate, and thus, will be motivated to help each other. Other game
mechanics, such as sharing Arcanis Points, allow players to demonstrate teamwork
behaviors like sharing, and stepping up and stepping back. These teamwork tasks are
presented in a narrative and mechanical setting where players will be incentivized to act
as a team naturally, allowing them to practice these skills and learn them from other
players in an environment where they might not even realize they are learning.
Quest Arcanis hopes to provide a means for players to grow and develop their empathy
skills by providing a safe, rewarding, scaffolded context in which they can learn to take
the perspectives of others, and understand and respond appropriately to their emotional
needs and desires. The game does so by presented contextualized tasks that allow
players to practice and demonstrate their empathic skills such as sharing their emotions,
responding appropriately to expressed emotions, and acting to help those in need. While
the design leaves room for players to make their own decisions about how they interact
with the content, the game’s structure, design, and narrative all support this learning and
practice, making it an essential part of the gameplay experience.
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Chapter 6 - Design Document
Design Summary
Quest Arcanis is designed to introduce new players to tabletop RPGs, and to facilitate
fun and familiar gameplay for existing RPG gamers. The game is intended to soften the
learning curve for new players through gameplay, starting the game with the simplest
acts of role-playing, and developing the players through the more complicated elements
of gameplay, up to an including creating their own stories and game content. Quest
Arcanis also supports skill development in areas such as teamwork, empathy, and prosocial skills through its game mechanics and narrative.
The game does all this by simplifying and streamlining many existing features of RPGs
into a handful of mechanics that are easily understood, and which are broadly applied to
lots of different situations. The game’s pieces and elements have been redesigned to
make them easier to understand, simpler to use, and more emotionally engaging. The
genre, narrative, and social context around the game has also been carefully designed
and implemented to facilitate and support pro-social attitudes and behaviors.
Quest Arcanis as a design was an opportunity to examine and explore the elements of
the RPG genre anew with an emphasis on how each element contributes to a positive
fun and fast play experience. Quest Arcanis engages new users in learning RPG
systems by teaching them by doing. The goal was to create not just a game design, but
an activity system (Engeström, 1999) in which players would become familiar with the
domain of tabletop RPGs, with pro-social elements built in to the activities.

Design Features
Boxed Game Structure
Quest Arcanis is a game that is designed with many discrete components. Rather than
coming packaged in a book or pamphlet, each of the game elements is separately
printed on its own card, page, or piece. These pieces come in a graphically designed
box package that includes the game pieces, maps, and all the content into a neatly
organized container that includes a checklist of all the pieces written on the inside of the
box. The game box is organized so that the quick start guide and player materials are on
the top, and the GM content and more granular game pieces are below.
Quick Start Guide
The Quick Start Guide is a 1-page summary of the setup and gameplay rules that
players who are familiar with RPGs can use to jump right into a game. The quick start
guide includes instructions for setting up the game space and picking roles, as well as a
summary of the core game mechanics, and how to use the character cards. The guide
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will help players jump right into the game after opening the box, allowing them to skip
reading through the rule book to facilitate fast, fun gameplay.
Rules Guide
The game will also feature a full-length rule book, where all of the rules of the game are
explained at full length. The rules guide will contain two sections, one for players, and
one for GMs, which includes information about how to adjudicate the game, how to run
different types of encounters, and how to manage the logistical and social challenges
associated with GMing for the first time.
Player Reference Card
At the beginning of play, each player will receive a player reference card – a brief
description of the actions and rules that pertain to the basic actions and decisions
players can make through the early chapters of gameplay. This tool will serve as a
scaffold for brand-new players who don’t know or understand, and sometimes can’t
remember, all the potential options as their disposal throughout gameplay. Because
RPGs are inherently deeply open-ended, players can sometimes experience cognitive
overload when considering the options available in a given turn. The Player reference
card provides a few simple options in different situations, such as “Combat”, “RolePlaying”, and “Exploring”. It also provides formulae and brief descriptions of the different
types of actions and options players have. It also contains brief descriptions of the most
important rules, such as the Arcanis Point and Key Systems. The guide will only need to
contain the most essential gameplay information, as players will quickly memorize the
information throughout gameplay, and new more complicated information and game
elements will be introduced over time, rendering the card obsolete as players advance in
skill.
Streamlined Game Systems
Quest Arcanis’ game mechanics are significantly streamlined and simplified from
Dungeons & Dragons and other traditional RPGs. Complex systems have been reduced,
and gameplay emphasizes collective storytelling rather than rules-driven gameplay. This
simplification and streamlining has been a core design tenant across all dimensions of
the gameplay experience. Rather than featuring an array of different dice that players
will need to differentiate between, only the d20 is used for all rolls. Characters have only
a small set of core stats that are clearly distinct. Characters have a small set of skills that
develop slowly through the Mission Power system, rather than having multiple
interconnecting systems for things like magic or advancement.
Both the rules and the game content have been streamlined to simplify the gameplay
experience. The game features very few rules, instead leaning heavily on a flexible
resolution system that can be applied to nearly every situation. Every rule in the system
has been reviewed based on how it contributes to a positive first time-play experience,
and whether it supports the pro-social and empathic learning the game facilitates.
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The game content and narrative has also been streamlined, providing a clear path from
encounter to encounter throughout the game. While the game does have the option for
players to diverge and explore the game world, the content is filled with characters,
events, and experience designs that are constantly pointing the characters in the right
direction or provide scaffolding for the players to understand what they are supposed to
do.
For example, in the second chapter of the first episode, the players are supposed to
gather clues from a crime scene and talk to witnesses. The players are told this by a
character in the previous scene and are then reminded by another character at the
beginning of the scene. The description of the area that they enter points them towards
three different clues. The character that they meet points them towards several of the
same, but slightly different clues. Many of the clues also point towards each other, and
nearly all of the clues point the players towards their final goal. While players are free to
ignore the primary experience, every element of gameplay is meant to reinforce the
intended play experience, which will help novice players understand their role more
easily.
Physical game elements have also been streamlined. Rather than being distributed in
textbook form, Quest Arcanis a boxed game with discrete game cards and pieces, so
that information is on-hand and easily accessible. The goal of this design is to reduce
the preparation and down-time needed at the beginning of the game and between
scenes. The GM can quickly swap maps or pull out a Contact at a moment’s notice,
rather than needing to sift through the book to find the page they need. This is important
in order to maintain a continuous flow of gameplay and provide consistent engagement,
which will create deeper interest.
Scaffolded Narrative
The narrative and gameplay design of Quest Arcanis is designed to introduce players to
the fundamental activities of role-playing, starting with the simplest and most basic, and
gradually advancing to the more complex and involved activities.
Players first action in the game is to simply pick a character based on the narrative and
description for that character. Once all the players have picked their character and read
about them, they will each take turns narrating and acting as their character. This activity
will introduce them with what they should be doing in a relatively safe environment,
where they are under no external pressure. Once the players have given role-playing a
try, they will interact with an NPC, a slightly more advanced version of role-playing.
During this encounter, the players will also learn to interact with the game map in a basic
way. This teaches the players the fundamentals of the role-playing pillar of RPGs.
During the second encounter, the players will learn how to make rolls to resolve events,
they will move around and interact with the game map and environment, and they will
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talk to a more complex set of NPCs whom they players have objectives related to. This
will allow the players to understand the exploration pillar of RPGs, with a hint of extra
role-playing, which will remain an integral part of gameplay throughout the campaign.
During this scene, players will be introduced to and begin to use their Special Abilities
and earning and spending Arcanis Points.
During the final encounter, the players will engage in combat, the most complex part of
the game. Players will need to demonstrate mastery of the game elements they’ve been
practicing up to that point in order to defeat their foes and continue to the next chapter.
This encounter shows players the combat pillar of RPGs but provides an opportunity to
explore role-playing and exploration during the event. In this scene, players will be
expected to use the full range of their character card, including attacks, stats, special
abilities, and keys (to earn Arcanis Points).

Figure 23 - An early vision of the narrative design

The rest of the campaign further scaffolds the further elements of gameplay, including
contacts, NPCs and Mission Powers, as well as more complex narrative elements, such
as choosing how to break into a gang safehouse, or how to confront a noble rival. These
experiences will gradually expose the players to more complex gameplay elements, but
also to more complex learning content, where players will need to face moral quandaries
or complex social problems, such as whether to kick out a group of friendly squatters
with nowhere to go, or how to confront a trusted person with evidence they’ve committed
wrongdoing. By slowly exposing the players to increasingly complex interpersonal and
social situations, QA hopes to slowly expand players’ schemas of these situations, and
to test and observe how their actions can impact these situations in a safe and lowconsequences environment.
Character Cards
Quest Arcanis utilizes pre-made character cards instead of having players create their
own characters. This allows players to quickly jump into the game without needing to
learn many of the rules, they can simply pick the character that grabs their interest.
The character cards have been designed to be affective and easily readable. The layout
separates each group of information into its own space, with mechanics on one side,
and narrative on the other. Important stats have icons to reduce the amount of text. Each
character is color coded and has a matching set of Arcanis Crystals to go with that
character. All the information that the player needs to play their character is displayed on
the character card, rather than serving as a reference sheet that connects to the game
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rules book. As players advance, they will slowly be introduced to additional gameplay
elements that interlink to their character, such as Contact Cards and the Mission Power
sheet.
Each character is
designed to fit within
several frameworks,
including play style
type,
gender,
character race, and
relationship to the
narrative.
Each
character was also
designed to fit within
RPG
archetypes,
such as a rogue,
fighter, or mage. Each
character was also
made in consideration
of the 3 pillars
framework.
Each
character
was
designed to support
either
a Combat, Figure 24 - Character card mockup
Exploration, or RolePlaying frame of play, depicted by an icon in the top-right corner of each character card.
The characters were also created to be mechanically balanced with one another, with
each character having strengths and weaknesses depending on the character’s
narrative and their gameplay role.
Each character comes with a pre-written backstory, as well as in-game connections to
other players and NPCs. This scaffolds the role-playing experience by providing players
a jumping-off point for acting in character. When a player is unsure how to act, they can
rely on their Keys and Stats to inform how they think their character would act. By
quantifying many of the more abstract elements of role-playing, the character cards
simplify the often-challenging task of role-playing a character for the first time.
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Miniatures & Game Maps
Contained in the Quest Arcanis
game box are custom painted
miniature figurines for each of the
primary characters, as well as a set
of colored beads to represent
different NPCs throughout the game.
These pieces will be used by the
players to move themselves around
on several illustrated game maps
that will be developed for each of the
major game environments in the
campaign. These maps will be
created on 16’x22’ folded sheets of
wet-erase mats, so that players and
GMs can draw on and interact with
the map throughout play. A pack of
also included in the package.

Figure 25 - Miniature figures for tabletop RPGs.
Image source: https://images-na.ssl-imagesamazon.com/images/I/71Ara443Y6L._SL1500_.jpg

4 wet-erase markers (Black, Blue, Red, Green) is

Keys & Roleplaying Prompts
Each character card features six Keys, which are personality traits that the player can
use to understand the character’s perspective. Using keys to act as a character is the
core activity of role-playing, which is the attribute linked to increasing empathy and prosocial behavior. In order to facilitate and reward this activity, keys scaffold the activity of
role-playing, and the Key mechanic rewards players with an Arcanis Point when they do
so. In this way, players are incentivized and motivated to role-play, because the game
rewards them mechanically for doing so.
Keys largely consist of socially positive or neutral traits, but each character has at least
one trait that could be considered socially negative, such as stubborn, aloof, selfish, and
even cruel. This was designed to expose players to multidimensional and complex
characters who need to navigate through interpersonal conflict and different motivations.
Teaching players in an environment where everyone naturally gets along and wants to
work together is unrealistic and would not provide a healthy practice experience for
players to truly learn in a meaningful sense from the game. This also provides a deeper
role-playing experience, where players may think about how characters are made up of
lots of different traits or see a positive or negative trait in a new light by either roleplaying it or seeing it from a different character’s perspective. For example, a player who
can be selfish may watch another character acting selfishly and recognize the harm
selfishness can cause, creating a reflective experience. This type of reflectiveness
occurred multiple times during playtesting.
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At the end of each adventure, players can change one of their character’s keys. The
reason for this is twofold - to allow the player to customize their character to better suit
their preferences and playstyle, but also to allow the players to role-play character
growth and development. By allowing the events of the narrative to have a mechanical
impact on the characters in the story, the players can quantify the abstract concept of
changing and growing over time. Seeing the characters in the story be impacted or learn
from the events in the game will cause players to reflect on them as multidimensional
individuals, which will stimulate thoughts associated with empathy and identity growth.
Mission Powers / Advancement
As the players progress through the chapters of the game, rather than having them level
up or go through a multi-step advancement system, players simply select one from a list
of three powers that they can get at each chapter. These powers open different
elements of gameplay or allow a player to emphasize a certain element of their
character. These powers are largely linked to the three pillars but deviate on an
individual basis to facilitate balance and interesting game options. Mission Powers are
rarely simply a power increase, but often grants access new dimensions of gameplay,
such as earning a new Contact, or accessing a new Special Ability.

Figure 26 - Mockup of the Mission Powers Cards
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Arcanis Points
Arcanis Points are an affective reward system that is meant to engage players in the
core components of gameplay and learning. Arcanis Points are crystals that players earn
and spend throughout play. Arcanis Points are earned by acting on the character keys,
working together, teaching other players, or making a great discovery. There are also
specific activities within the adventures that can reward players with Arcanis. Players
can spend Arcanis to use their characters’ special abilities. They can also use them to
reroll a die roll that they are unsatisfied with. Finally, 3 Arcanis Points (players can have
a max of 3) in order to perform a Narrative Turn, where they can narrate what happens
for a short sequence during a scene. Players are incentivized to earn and spend Arcanis
as much as possible throughout the adventure, and it is a central element of gameplay.

Figure 27 - Character cards and Arcanis Crystals laid out for play

One exceptional feature about Arcanis is that it cannot be earned by fishing for it, a rule
that is moderated by the Game Master. In other words, Arcanis’ design is meant to
facilitate the internalization of the game’s systems and values. Players who are only
extrinsically motivated to try and earn the game points will be shut down by the GM, who
is a live facilitator of the spirit of play. Often, though, players find it easier to simply play
within the system, rather than trying to overcome it.
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Arcanis Points are overwhelmingly used to encourage players to perform the types of
pro-social behaviors that Quest Arcanis wants players to practice and perform. Both in
and out of game activities such as sharing, helping, teaching, working together, and
thinking creatively are rewarded through Arcanis, and players can share Arcanis Points
among each other, a further opportunity to reinforce the pro-social experience that QA
wants to facilitate.
Adventure Customization
Throughout the campaign and each episode, the GM will be able to personalize each
adventure to suit their and their groups’ interests. The design of Quest Arcanis
specifically creates space for the GM to add their own creations and game elements into
the game and provides scaffolding for the GM to slowly further add and integrate their
designs.
During the first episode, the GM gets to choose important story elements, such as who
kidnapped the princess, or which gang rules the local turf. These choices, although
impactful to the later story, do not have any immediate impact, allowing the GM to create
and customize the story, without need to manage the complexity of the consequences.
During the second and later episodes, more important gameplay elements will be
selected by the GM, including which enemies to include in the episode, which characters
or treasure the players find. In the final episode, the GM will be given a scaffolded tool to
create their own dungeon based on the choices they’ve made throughout the game up to
that point.
These customizations will increase the replay value of Quest Arcanis greatly and will
provide a unique story experience that both the players and the GM have agency over.
The Adventure Customizations allow novice GMs to learn how they can create their own
content slowly as they progress through the narrative and gain more experience. This
also provides a temporal window for the events within the narrative to influence how the
GM tells the story, a powerful experience that is a hallmark of the tabletop RPG genre.
Contact Cards
Contact Cards are a system
that is meant to simplify and
quantify
the
role-playing
experience on the part of the
GM
and
players.
While
managing NPCs can often be a
complex task for new GMs,
Contact Cards provide a simple
set of character traits and a
brief
narrative
for
each
character, as well as a perk and
Figure 28 - Sample Contact Card
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favor that the NPC can perform for the group. This makes it clear what the character’s
motivations are, and what they can offer for the players. Providing pre-generated
character art also helps scaffold the theatre of the mind creative experience that players
take part in during role-playing.
Scaffolded Adventure Guide
In addition to scaffolding the narrative for the player experience, the Adventure Guide
also scaffolds the GM experience, providing clear direction through the early encounters
of what the players should be doing, providing reminders for the GM on how to facilitate
gameplay, and with sidebars and hint sections to help explain some of the more
nuanced and subtle elements of playing RPGs.
For example, in the first episode, during the first encounter, a sidebar provides the GM
with read-aloud text explaining the difference between first and third-person role-playing,
providing a schema of options for players to consider when taking the first actions in the
game space.
The Adventure Guide aids both the GM and the entire playgroup as they navigate
increasingly complex game elements, such as traps and combat, as well as
multidimensional problems, such as thinking about how to break into a criminal
safehouse. The Adventure Guide provides on-hand guidance for the complexities
surrounding the new game elements as they’re introduced and provides reference to the
other documents as necessary.
World Guide & Urban Royal Intrigue Fantasy Genre
Quest Arcanis features a noblebright urban fantasy setting with a royalty intrigue plot.
These choices were determined by what could best facilitate the pro-social mindset that
the game is framed around. A noblebright setting (Myers, 2016) exists across two axes,
the Noble-Grim axis, which describes the tone of the world, and on the Bright-Dark axis,
which describes the spirit of action. I’ve heard it described as following, “The noble-grim
axis describes the world, is it a good world? Is
it worth saving? The bright-dark axis tells us
about ourselves as heroes – Can the world be
saved? Can we save it?” In a noblebright
setting, the world, despite any shortcomings,
is ultimately a good one, and we as heroes
can save it. I believe that this tone for a prosocial setting is important – it sets the heroes
up to act as heroes, and to feel confident in
following the heroic script set before them. I
believe in fiction, but particularly in RPGs, it’s
important to show a picture of a better world,
something we can aspire towards. For all of
Figure 29 - The noblebright - grimdark spectrum.
Image source:
https://i.warosu.org/data/tg/img/0320/02/1399586
Jonathan Prosperi
| NYU
818457.jpg
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the problems and conflict that people face in the real world, RPGs are an avenue of
escapism into something different, or better. My hope with Quest Arcanis’ narrative tone
was to provide an example of a world where people feel empowered to do good, and
feel as those their actions matter, and have consequences.
The high fantasy setting rides the line of familiar and new for entrenched geeks, with
clear archetypes such as the rogue (Cassia), wizard (Alyra), and fighter (Ben) being
represented, while still expressing lots of non-traditional elements, such as the Mecha, a
contemporary tone, and the neon-crystal aesthetic. The over-the-top fantasy setting was
partially selected due to its ability to justify anything, such as instant teleportation
between encounters or providing instant communication between characters. The urban
fantasy setting also provides an easily understood and more relatable framework than
many of the more traditional settings, such as dark fantasy or science fiction. Characters
in Quest Arcanis tend to live comfortable lives like those of their players, and thus, the
empathic gap towards understanding or acting as those characters is lower than to those
of say a skulking woodsman living in a haunted forest or a genius wizard.
The details and history of the setting are explored in the World Guide, which provides an
overview of the game world for GMs and players to use to set the stage for their story.
The World Guide explores the culture and history of the civilization that the story takes
place in. It provides a wealth of explanations on the characters and locations throughout
the city, its organizations and technologies. All of this is to provide a realistic and
interesting world for the players to explore and learn about, one of the most engaging
elements for exploration-driven players. This reference book provides the framework for
players to create an immersive world for their story to take place in and adds depth to
the individual stories that each of the characters has. It also serves as a jumping off
point for players to create their own stories and game elements, and to expand the game
beyond the limits of what the scripted narrative provides. GMs who wish to customize or
create their own stories with Quest Arcanis will be able to do so largely with the aid of
the World Guide.
The royalty intrigue plot was derived largely from market research. Based on several
sources I found, murder mystery, female-driven high fantasy, and royalty-driven dramas
are the top trends in young adult fantasy in 2018 and 2019 when this was being
designed (Truffles, 2018) (Albert, 2019). In my user interviews, particularly among young
women, fantasy royalty intrigue was cited as one of the most interesting trends in current
media. The murder mystery plot is also a very familiar and easily recognized narrative
script, with familiar tropes such as the grizzled captain, the sketchy custodian, and the
shocked victim who needs to be questioned. These tropes are utilized to create a script
that players can act confidently within, drawing from stories or characters that they may
be familiar with. This also scaffolds the role-playing experience and allows players to
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take the perspectives of characters whom they might draw inspiration from, an activity
linked to empathic thinking.

Aesthetic Design
The exact aesthetic I’ve developed for Quest Arcanis I have termed ‘crystalpunk’, drawn
from the crystal-heavy aesthetic emphasis of the fantasy elements in the game. The
genre is a future fantasy world where magic acts as technology, allowing for both a
familiar level of power and access to the world, but also an element of the mysterious
and unknown, where magic can be used to allow for game design elements and creative
exploration.2

Figure 30 - Selections from a 500+ image mood board

The crystal aesthetic was derived from the overwhelmingly positive feedback that was
given to the Arcanis Crystal game pieces when they were introduced during an early
iteration of the design. During aesthetic user testing, I received significantly better
2

Image sources: https://i.pinimg.com/564x/f2/07/37/f20737c382035dc03311e16abcea39b0.jpg,
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/39/a9/1a/39a91a7ee144061b0b0db42264fa081e.jpg,
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/ab/fc/b2/abfcb214f17f264a603241767f4f16ec.jpg,
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/c2/3e/d9/c23ed9b3ac688e416360e9ca0896810c.jpg,
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/39/5d/60/395d60ccc895f77b9735e75a3d2d61b6.jpg
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feedback on images that included crystal elements. They were described as “pretty,
colorful, and mysterious” (Interview, 2018). The crystal aesthetic is extremely affective,
and allows for the introduction of other affective elements, such as color, light, and
temperature.
One of my goals was to explore color in as many of the design elements as I could. I
created a color palette for the game, as well as for each of the characters. I also worked
with independent artists to create concept art for some of the characters. Below is a
character art commission, alongside the art description I sent to the artist during
conception.
Cassia Art Description
Body
• Dark blonde hair
• A little patch of pink-purple
in her hair
• One pink eye / One
purple eye
• Curled / animalistic
ears and/or nose
• As a demi, Cassia has magic
alterations, has a
supernatural appearance
Clothing
• Wears dark purple-blue seeker skinsuit w/ hood and cloak
over it.
• The cloak includes a mask that goes over her mouth
• Tight for performing acrobatics, not excessively
revealing, like a leotard
• Armor pads covering most important areas
• Cloak has an emblazoned S on it
• Has a tool belt / bag of some kind
• Magical crystals are in a bandolier or on a belt of some kind, she
has a couple kinds

Figure 31 - Cassia by Emma Stone

Weapons
• Bladed weapons
• Quarterstaff / pole
• Energy bow - shoots magic bolts
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Magic Style
• Runic tattoos on her hands/forearms, or imprinted on her gauntlets - clearly
telegraphs she has magic capabilities
• Wispy / shadowy magic, clearly meant for obscuring / secrets
• Glowing pink / purple effects for magic
Mood
• Sneaky, subtle – Cassia is a thief and spy
• Aloof & removed – She does not show much emotion, keeps her own council
• Interested, curious – Cassia always wants to learn more and find hidden things
Color Palettes
Throughout the design of Quest Arcanis, I sought to create a unified color system to
explore the different aesthetic and thematic elements in the narrative and game. I
wanted the game to explore both warm and cool elements, as well as having room for
light and dark themes. The highly fantastic nature of the game led me to emphasize
bright and highly saturated colors, which create an intensely optimistic tone. Each
character and environment has its own distinctive color palette that fits into the greater
scheme of the visual design. For example, the city at night will utilize deep blues and
warm pinks and purples, sharing visual elements between the nighttime palette and the
city palette.

Soundtrack - Quest Arcanis
comes with a featured soundtrack
that has been created and
curated
on
Spotify.
The
soundtrack includes different
playlists for all of the different
environments and types of
encounters that the players will
face throughout the game. The
soundtrack helps generate a
thematic atmosphere, and engages players, while stimulating their imaginations in sync
with the established aesthetic of the game. The tracks are meant to generate a mood
congruent to the type of atmosphere encouraged in play - when roaming through the city
at night, the tone is quiet, atmospheric, and reflective, while during the day it is bright,
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exciting, and experimental. During combat, the mood is tense and dramatic, while during
exploration, it is ambient and location-emphasizing. Different soundtracks will be
developed for each part of the city, with several variants to account for the different
encounters and moods throughout each location. Certain scenes will also have specific
soundtracks cued up for them.

By making the soundtrack available through Spotify, the goal is to democratize access to
the soundtracks, as well as letting playgroups tailor the soundtrack to their tastes, in
case they wish to develop an independent take on the scoring. Many of the users in my
target audience immediately understood and responded well to using Spotify as a
method for hosting and sharing the soundtrack for the game, and it presents a
technology integration opportunity that could be explored in the Quest Arcanis app,
discussed further below.
World Guide – Part of the box package for Quest Arcanis is a world guide that
introduces players and readers to Lionsguard, the setting for the adventure. In the world
guide, readers can learn more about the history and culture of the game setting, which
can provide context and backstory for many of the characters and aspects of the world.
Details about things such as the Arcanis Wars, the Lushar Gang, and the origins of
magic provide players and GMs with narrative content that they can use to deepen their
games, or to inspire their own writing. By using the World Guide as a launching point,
GMs can integrate their own creations in the game world seamlessly or write their own
brand new stories set in the kingdom of Lionsguard. Sections include:
• Characters
• Locations
• Organizations
• History

Future Directions
Though I am proud of the design for Quest Arcanis, much of the development work
remains yet undone. At the end of my thesis process, I have designed a single episode
for the game, with four remaining undone. Within those adventures, many of the game
features, narrative elements, and learning opportunities remain unmade. If given
additional time and resources to keep working on Quest Arcanis, I would work on
expanding the following areas of the game:
Mission 2: Into the Sewers – In this mission, the players explore the sewers looking for
the kidnappers. As they explore the labyrinthine sewers, they encounter traps, oozes
and other sewer monsters, and eventually discover the kidnapper’s tracks, which lead
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them into a criminal safehouse, where they find kidnappers and more clues, but not the
princess.
Mission 3: Scouring the City – In this mission, the players return to the surface of the
city, and now must follow up on other clues and leads they’ve discovered through the
first two adventures. Players will go to dark night clubs, interview influential nobles, and
uncover secret magic while time before the Queen’s coronation runs out.
Mission 4: Hot on the Trail – After making a breakthrough in the investigation, the
kidnappers send assassins after the players. While the party races to try and get to the
princess’ location in time, they’re chased after by skyship assassins. After getting away,
they will need to break into a highly guarded location to try and rescue the princess.
Mission 5: Confrontation at the Coronation – Depending on the choices of the GM
and the players up to this part of the adventure, any number of possible outcomes could
happen, ranging from the princess safely being coronated to the players being
imprisoned. This adventure is largely defined by the GM, and the players’ decisions will
influence the outcome of the campaign.
City Sandbox – The game will include a hex map of the entire city that describes
locations throughout the city for the players to move around on. This serves as the
macro gamespace map, where players can strategically move and explore to discover
new parts of the environment. This tool would include random encounter tables for
daytime and nighttime, random locations, and other materials for GMs to create their
own stories in Empire City.
GM Guide – Although the basic rules for gameplay are written, the GM Guide section of
the rules remains undone. This second half of the rulebook would provide information
and advice on how to run a Quest Arcanis game, including how to play NPCs, managing
encounters, creating their own content, and how to manage players during the game.
This guide could be supplemented by a video series or other multimedia support that
could make this information more accessible to GMs.
Quest Arcanis Companion App – The QA Companion App has already been designed,
but no development work has been done at all. The goal of the app is to provide further
scaffolding for players, and to provide utility features for players and GMs to make the
game easier to manage. For more info, see Appendix 1: Companion App Design
Document.
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Chapter 7 - Reflection & Conclusion
In this paper, I have explored the tabletop role-playing game landscape, assessed the
benefits and shortcomings of the genre, and created a design for a game that is meant
to support new audiences who want to learn and play RPGs, and facilitate the pro-social
benefits the genre offers. Quest Arcanis utilize the learning game design framework and
the learning mechanic system to create a system where players can safely practice
social skills and be rewarded for learning and working together. The design also
represents an evolutionary step forward in in the d20-based tabletop RPG space, using
mechanics and models from successful RPGs to create a fun, fast play experience that
will be meaningful and memorable for its players.
Looking back over my design for Quest Arcanis, I do feel proud that I made something
unique, interesting, and fun for my players. Throughout my process, the people I spoke
to were excited about my idea, and my players always reported that they enjoyed
themselves. Even more exciting, I saw the pro-social behaviors I was trying to facilitate,
and the audiences that I was trying to engage and represent were consistently interested
in playing. I even had one player who volunteered to play through every single one of my
play sessions, which was great, and made me feel much more confident about the
design direction.
I know that my design was strong, and that my rationale provides a useful framework for
considering tabletop RPGs, both for myself, and for future designers. I have even begun
to expand my motivational interest framework into other fields that I believe it applies to,
including yoga, shopping, classrooms, and nearly any experience in which engaging
your audience and capturing their attention is important. This lens was an important
lesson for me to digest through this process and is something I will take forward with me
after my thesis is concluded.
There are, however, many areas that I would reconsider if I were to go forward with
Quest Arcanis. Although the design framework and rationale are strong, the product that
I developed from them felt rushed and incomplete, and that there were considerations I
learned from playtesting and late-stage research that would make me want to rebuild my
narrative and setting probably from scratch. Although many of the structures, the rules,
and the skeletons of the characters and mechanics are good, I would want to now
redevelop the entire product with the new knowledge I gained through this process.
One example is that I would want to put the game in a more traditional setting with a
more classic D&D narrative. Although I would want to find a balance for the narrative
and social design elements that I’m emphasizing (the original reason I changed
settings), I discovered that learning about a new world, magic system, politics, etc., was
distracting, and required lots of writing, explanation, and mental effort on behalf of
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everyone involved. Leaning on classic tropes was an easy way to quickly convey ideas,
and although I leaned into them through my design, I believe I could have done more to
help make the setting and story familiar and easy for players to pick up.
I also wish that I had focused more on the development of the product, rather than on
the design and rationale. Although I learned an extensive amount, and the process for
my thesis was very enlightening, I fear that the developed product is simply not very
strong, or that it doesn’t carry the weight that I originally wanted it to. Although this is
largely because my time was split between thesis and Zodiac, as well as other projects, I
wish that I had been better able to practice my skills at developing prototypes and
developing content, not just designing it.
Another area where I wish I could have focused was on exploring the therapeutic,
identity, and social skill development applications. One of the inspirations for me to start
this project was working with a student who was autistic and had ADHD. Early on in my
literature review, I discovered lots of connections to therapeutic applications and help for
individuals with autism and ADHD. However, as I explored a new audience in adult
players and the New School Community, I abandoned the thread for this group of
learners, whom I believe could be greatly benefitted by this application, perhaps more so
than the audience I ended up targeting. Near the end of my project, I discovered another
trove of information relating to this group, along with explicit literature supporting my prosocial framework describing it as a method to support autistic learners. I regret I could
not have explored this more, and if I were to pursue this project further, applying its
methods towards the autistic and social needs community would be one of my primary
goals.
As I leave the project to rest, it will serve as a powerful reminder to me of the impact that
careful design can make on a product. While the original game I made was fun and
worked with the few players whom I cared about entertaining, I didn’t understand why it
worked, or what I was doing, I was simply reacting to the situation in front of me. I now
have a significantly different understanding, and a new perspective on how to approach
tabletop RPGs, and experience design in general. Taking the time to consider my
audience, the impact I want to make, and the greater systems in which these
experiences exist can have a transformative effect on my designs and has become
integral to my process.
Moving forward, I know that this project will always be a part of how I consider tabletop
RPGs, as it represents the culmination of nearly a decade of thinking and learning about
the subject. Even beyond that, though, the lessons I took from thesis about personal
planning, project management, and the design process are lessons that will stay with me
through the next chapters of my career and beyond.
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Appendix 1: Quest Arcanis Companion
App Design Document
The Quest Arcanis Companion App is designed
to support fast and effective play throughout the
game, and to reduce the complexity of managing
different elements of the game for both the Game
Master and the players.
Digital Character Sheet
The primary feature of the Companion app is that
it holds a digital character sheet for each of the
characters players use during the game. The app
will come pre-loaded with all of the characters in
each of the modules, or players can manually
enter information about their character into a
blank character sheet. The digital character sheet
will allow players to track their characters’ health,
inventory, attacks, ability uses, and more. Either
the player or the Game Master can update the
players’ health in real time during play.
Characters’ attacks and stats can also be rolled
with their modifier already included in the final
result.
Treasure Tracker
When the Game Master distributes items to the players, they can do so through the Companion
App. The Game Master types in the stats of the item (or chooses from a pre-selected list that
comes with the app), which the player can then add to their inventory, which is also tracked on
the Companion. Another feature of the Treasure Tracker is the ability to assign random tables of
loot. For example, Bandits carry pouches with 1d10 gold coins, along with a treasure from the
following table:
1-50

Nothing

50-75

Small Gemstone (10gp)

75-95

Health Potion

95-100 Map to Bandit Hideout
This table could be rolled by the app, and the proper loot distributed to the players’ inventory.
Inventory Tracker
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This item could manage each player’s items that their character is holding, sorted into different
categories that the user can customize. This list can be modified by the player or by the Game
Master, who can push items to the player’s inventory. This tool
will allow players to manage who is carrying what items, how
much wealth they have, etc.
Private Messaging
This system will allow players and the Game Master to send
private messages to one another, allowing for private
information to be shared with players depending on
circumstances. This also allows players to communicate with
one another incognito during a session. This system can serve
both in and out of game functions.
Digital Ruleset
This digital version of the rules book for Adventure Quest will be
highly tagged and indexed, allowing players to quickly search
the game rules for the information they’re looking for at the table.
Players can also bookmark pages that they will be referencing frequently. This ruleset will be
done in a hierarchical wiki style, with pages expanding by topic and linking to other related rules
throughout the pages.

Die Roller
This tool will contain all of the different dice types used
in the game (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20), allowing for
modifications such as the number of die, and other
modifiers added to the rolls. Players can also create die
templates for types of die rolls they use frequently. Ex:
A player using Cassia could create a template
“Quarterstaff” that rolls 2d6+5, because that is a
frequent roll they would make with that character.
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Appendix 2: Assets of Quest Arcanis
Character Cards
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NPC & Contact Cards
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Appendix 3: Rules of Quest Arcanis
Overview
Adventure Quest is a cooperative role-playing game for 3-6 people where players take on the
role of fantasy characters who are investigating a murder in a magical city. In Adventure Quest,
you will role-play, explore, and fight alongside your companions to overcome challenges and
encounter characters and monsters in order to rescue a pair of missing nobles.

Quick Start Guide
If you’ve played RPGs before, and you’re just trying to get into the action, take the following
steps to quickly get into the game:
1. The GM should read through the rules and adventure before beginning play.
2. Have each player pick one of the character cards. Each player begins with 1 Arcanis
Point. Each player needs 1d20, a piece of paper, and a pencil.
3. Have the GM introduce the setting and adventure backgrounds, then begin play with
Episode 1, Encounter 1.
Taking Actions
To take an action to interact with the game world and characters, roll 1d20 and add any relevant
modifiers from your characters stats and special abilities.
1d20 + (Stat Modifier) + (Special Ability Modifier) > DC = Success
1d20 + (Stat Modifier) + (Special Ability Modifier) < DC = Failure
When attacking, roll as indicated on the Attacks section of your character card. Subtract the
target’s armor from your attack roll. Any remainder is the damage dealt to the target’s health.
1d20 + (Attack Modifier) - (Target Armor) = Damage
Arcanis Points
Arcanis Points are earned and spent through gameplay. They are earned by role-playing well,
helping other players, and at story milestones. They can be spent to (1) reroll a roll you don’t
like, (2) fuel special abilities, or (3) make a narrative turn, where you narrate what happens
during your turn. For more information on Arcanis Points, see below.

Playing Adventure Quest
What is Quest Arcanis?
Quest Arcanis is a tabletop role-playing game, where the players work together to solve a
mystery story. They do this by taking on the roles of different characters in the story and using
their characters skills to interact with the different characters and events in the story. By talking
to witnesses, finding clues, and solving mysterious puzzles, the players will explore a magic city
and write their own story together.
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RPGs
In Quest Arcanis, each player will take the role of a character in the story. Using the character
card players pick at the beginning of the game, they will act as their character like an actor
would in a movie or TV show. Based on the Keys and background provided on the card, the
players will act, or ‘role-play’ their characters. Good role-playing is rewarded throughout the
game, allowing players to get additional rolls and uses of their character’s special powers.
The Game Master
One player in Quest Arcanis will take on a different role than the rest, acting as the Game
Master (GM). Taking on the role of GM is no small request and should be taken on with
consideration. The GM is the narrator of the story as well as the judge of the rules, and thus,
must be familiar with the story and game rules before playing the game.
If you just purchased Quest Arcanis and are reading this now, you are in the perfect position to
become your game’s GM! Simply keep reading, and then read through at least the first Episode
of the Adventure Book. The World Guide and other content is there to support you. To learn
more about the role of the GM, see Section 2: GM Guide in this rules book.

Mechanics
Taking Actions
For any action you want to take in the game, roll the 20-sided die (d20), and add any relevant
stat bonuses (indicated on your character card) that could reasonably be associated with the
action you want to take. Higher rolls are more likely to succeed, and lower rolls are less likely.
Different checks have different Difficulty Challenges (DC), which must be met for a check to be
successful. The GM determines the DCs for different actions, and describe what happens based
on the player’s roll, the DC, and their description of the action.
Example: Ben wants to climb down a wall. Climbing, being a physical action, means Ben gets
to add +3 to his roll. Due to his Climbing feature, he receives an additional +5 to his roll, for a
total of +8. Ben rolls an 11 on the d20 die, for a total of 19, which the GM rules is more than
enough for him to successfully and quickly scale down the smooth stone wall.
Advantage: If a player is in a situation where they have an edge, or influencing factors
are on a character’s side for a roll, that player may roll 2d20 instead of 1, taking the higher of the
two results. In a situation where they are disadvantaged, players roll 2d20 taking the lower of
the two results. For more information on when advantage applies, see the section on Combat.
Critical Rolls: If a player rolls a 20 on an action check, they succeed with a critical
success. If they roll a 1, they fail with a critical failure. A critical success means that the player
automatically succeeds at what they wanted to do, often with an extra benefit or result. In
combat, the player gets to narrate how they deal damage to the enemy. A critical failure means
that not only does the player fail at the action they wanted, but an additional negative outcome
happens, such as their weapon jamming, or giving away a hidden position.
Types of Rolls
Rolls are a way that many different types of actions can be resolved. Players can actively make
rolls as a part of their turn, or the GM can require them to roll in response to something
happening in the game.
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Action Rolls: During your turn, you can make a roll to take an action, including an attack, or
attempting a skilled maneuver, such as climbing a wall or listening through a door.
Save Rolls: When something happens due to an outside action that
your character must react to, the GM can require a save roll. This roll
will be modified based on the type of save you need to make. For
example, if there is an explosion nearby, the GM can require the
players to make an Agility save roll to avoid taking damage.
Setting DCs: The DC for a check indicates how difficult a given task
is. Only tasks that could result in a chance of failure should be rolled
for - things like walking or talking normally don’t require a die roll, for
example, but sneaking up behind someone, or convincing them
you’re someone else would.

DC Difficulty of Task
5

Trivial

10

Doable

15

Challenging

20

Hard

25

Very Hard

30

Near Impossible

When setting or considering a DC, ask how difficult a given task would be for a normal person.
A DC 10 indicates that a task is normally achievable by a normal person most of the time. A DC
10 might be walking along a 1’ wide, 5’ long plank without falling, or noticing that somebody got
a new haircut. A DC 15 is a harder task, such as climbing a 10’ fence in 5 seconds or sneaking
up behind someone who is on alert. DCs 20 and higher indicate incredible feats that aren’t
normally achievable, such as running along vertical surfaces (DC 25), noticing and recognizing
a familiar boot print in a dirty sewer (DC 27), or convincing a city guard you’re not a bear, you’re
a human, and he’s actually incredibly drunk, and also being quite offensive (DC 30).
Modifying Rolls and DCs
Players rolls are modified by their stats and abilities. Action rolls can be modified by a given stat
depending on the relationship between that stat and the given action. For example, lifting a
heavy object would be modified by the players’ Brawn stat. Some action rolls are up to
interpretation, such as jumping across a chasm. A player with a high Brawn stat might choose to
use Brawn, while a character with a high Agility stat may opt to use Agility. This is fine, subject
to the GM’s adjudication. Players are welcome to make a case for how a stat or ability could
modify a roll, but the GM is the final arbiter of these rulings.
DCs can also be modified based on special circumstances. The primary way to modify a
players’ results on a DC is through giving advantage and disadvantage, but sometimes external
circumstances will modify the difficulty of a given DC. When modifying DCs, first create a
baseline DC for the difficulty of the task, and then add or subtract 2 for however much you think
the special circumstance impacts the situation.
Example: Desdemona wants to leap across a chasm that is 10’ wide. Describing how she gets
a running start, she tells the GM she wants to make a Brawn roll, which she receives a +3 on.
Desdemona’s player rolls the d20, getting a 12, for a total result of 15. The GM set the DC for
14, thinking that it would be difficult (DC 16), but the running head start helped (-2 DC).
Desdemona can successfully leap across the chasm.
Failing at an Action
The results of failing at an action depend on several factors:
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1. The type of action
2. Narrative context
3. How much they failed by
Failing at an action, much like succeeding, is defined by the context of how the player decided
to act. When trying to convince a guard you are someone else, failure means you did not
convince them. When swinging a sword, it means you fail to do damage, when you try to pick a
lock, it means the door remains shut. However, the roll a player makes gives an understanding
of how well they performed, and not all versions of failure are the same. Barely missing the DC
to grab a ledge, for example, might mean the player has only a finger or two grabbing on, while
missing it by 5 or more might mean they plummet to their doom.
In some circumstances, failure will lead to harm towards the player. This is resolved by rolling
damage against the player, with a modifier on the roll equal to the amount that the player failed
the DC by.
Example: Cassia is sneaking along rooftops while tracking a suspect in the rain. She wants to
leap from one building to the next. While moving at a quick pace, focusing on her target, and
dealing with the rain, the GM decides the DC for this roll will be 20 (leaping rooftop to rooftop
DC 14 [+2 rain], [+2 moving], [+2 tracking target]), - quite difficult. Cassia rolls a 15 for to try and
leap successfully and adds +3 due to her Agility. Unfortunately, 18 does not meet the 20 DC
that the GM set out. Because she was close, the GM rules that she did land on the roof, but
landed hard, and takes damage from the fall. The GM rolls a d20+2 (the difference in the loss)
and rolls a 5 (total 7). This is less than Cassia’s armor, so although she falls hard, she manages
to brace herself and avoid any real damage. However, in the time lost avoiding damage, the
suspect managed to slip away….
Arcanis Points
Arcanis Points (AP) are a central resource in QA that should be earned and spent regularly.
Each player begins each play session with 1 Arcanis Point. Players can have up to 3 Arcanis
Points at any given time. Arcanis Points are given out by the GM, and the GM is the final arbiter
of who earns Arcanis Points. Players who intentionally try to milk Arcanis Points should not earn
them, and Arcanis Points cannot be earned by actions taken hoping to earn Arcanis Points.
Similarly, actions on which Arcanis Points are spent cannot earn further Arcanis Points.
Earning Arcanis Points: AP can be earned several ways:
1. Keys - When a player role-plays in accordance with their keys or character motivation.
2. Teamwork - When a player helps or teaches another player, takes a heroic action to
save another character, or does something that goes beyond the call of duty for a player
or character.
3. Progress - When the group meets a significant milestone, makes a major discovery, or
does some other noteworthy in-game action.
4. GM Discretion - Any time the GM feels appropriate to give a player an Arcanis Point.
5. Gifting - Players can choose to give their Arcanis Points to another player. A gifted
Arcanis Point must be spent right away. Arcanis Points cannot be requested.
Spending Arcanis Points: Players can choose to spend one or more AP on different actions:
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1. Rerolls - A player can spend 1 Arcanis Point to reroll a roll that they made before the
outcome of that roll has been indicated by the GM. A player can reroll any number of
times by spending 1 Arcanis per reroll.
2. Activating Special Powers - Some Special Powers, indicated by the * shape next to
the power on the character card, require one or more Arcanis Points to use. When taking
an action to use that Power, announce the action, and put the appropriate number of AP
back into the well.
3. Narrative Turn - If a player has collected 3 Arcanis Points, they can spend all 3 points to
make a narrative turn, taking on the role of storyteller for one turn. The player narrates
how their characters act, and what happens in response - within logical reason. The GM
is the final arbiter of acceptable narrations. If the narrative turn involves taking an action
or making an attack, the result is considered a critical success for mechanical purposes.
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Appendix 4: Game Narrative
Campaign Overview
Setting Overview
This campaign takes place in Empire City, in the
kingdom of Lionsguard. This magical metropolis
is fueled by the magical energy of Arcanis
Crystals, a powerful resource abundant
throughout the land. Magical lords and ladies
rule over the prosperous capital, led by the
mighty and just King Goldmane.
Magic infuses everything in Empire City, from
the street lamps, to the trolleys, to the people.
Humans live among Demis, magically altered
humans, and Mecha, magical constructs made
of stone, metal, and wood.
Though life is just and good in Empire City, it is not without its problems. The King grows old
and must soon pass down his crown. Rival noble families vie for power, as does the city’s
criminal underbelly. Once tamed, the gangs of the city have begun to act more overtly, shaking
down caravans and smuggling illegal goods into the city. Worse, rumors have circulated of a
terrible string of murders, where the corpses are found as nothing other than piles of blood and
viscera.
For more information and details about the setting of Empire City, see the World Guide.
Campaign Overview
In this campaign, the players will act as a group of investigators who are looking into the
kidnapping of the Queen-Appoint, Celeste Goldmane, 3 days before her coronation to the
crown. The players, all figures close to the crown, have been selected to help find out who
kidnapped her and to return her safely before the coronation.
The players will begin by investigating the crime scene where the Queen-Appoint was
kidnapped, then follow the kidnappers into the sewers where she was taken, track her
whereabouts through the criminal underworld, and then find her in her kidnapper’s lair - all the
details of which will be customized and written by you - the GM!
This adventure represents the first chapter of that story - where the characters are gathered by
the King’s Advisor and sent to investigate the crime scene where she was kidnapped.
Episode 1 - Murder on the Bridge
Episode 2 - Lurking in the Underworld
Episode 3 - Hot on the Trail
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Episode 4 - Safe as Houses
Episode 5 - The Coronation
Campaign Customization
Quest Arcanis’ story is a little bit like a choose your own adventure, not only for the player, but
also for you as the GM! Throughout the campaign, there will be opportunities for you to
customize parts of each adventure, but you also control the greater story as well! Before you
begin the first adventure, decide which campaign arc you want the story to follow:
Kidnappers
Although the players might not know it, there is no determined kidnapper at the beginning of the
story. You, the GM, will decide who took the Queen-Appoint, and what their motivations were.
Each of these options is explored more fully throughout each adventure, where the impact of the
kidnappers is detailed in how it impacts each episode.
•

•

•

Evil Abduction - A rival family of noble mages kidnapped the Queen-Appoint. Using
Vampyres, a creation they discovered through secretive means, this house abducted the
Queen-Appoint to cause chaos in the city that they could use to distract from their true
goal…
Gang Troubles - A local gang, either the Lushar Gang, or a gang of your creation, has
kidnapped the Queen-Appoint. Whether they want her for ransom or some other means,
they underworld of Empire City has been churning for long enough - now they have
influence over undead throughout the city, and they won’t stop until they’ve claimed their
share of the city.
Runaway Queen - Days before her coronation, Celeste has started to get cold feet
about spending the rest of her life ruling an empire. With the help of an evil spell book
she discovered, Celeste managed to create a cover for herself and James to escape into
the sewers and try to make their way out of the city.

Kidnapper Info
Who are the Kidnappers?

What are their motivations?

Where is their hideout?

Episode Customization
Throughout the episode, there will be opportunities for you to add some of your own content into
the story, through Episode Customizations. Although you’re of course welcome to change any
parts of the game or story that suit your interests, Episode Customizations offer an easy way for
you to plug-and-play your own creativity into the story without worrying about shaking things up
too much.
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Optional Clues
In Scene 2, you can choose to add additional clues that will lead the players either towards the
sewer entrance, or perhaps in another direction. Be sure to consider:
•
•
•
•
•

Where did the clue come from? Who put it there?
How will the players find it? Will they need to roll to find it?
Where does this clue point the players? Where will this clue lead the players?
Will this clue lead to an interesting event or character?
How will it tie back into the main story?

Clue Info
Clue:

Clue Location:

Related Roll:

Related Characters:

Leads To:

Creating clues that lead in other directions, or false leads are fair game, but consider your
players before sending them on a wild goose chase. Instead, make your clue lead to a later
section of the adventure, whether it be directing the players towards the sewers, or towards a
later section of the story, such as Lushlight Oasis, or the Mage’s Tower.
Optional Gangs
Through Quest Arcanis, players will potentially interact with various gangs and criminal
organizations while searching for the kidnappers. While one gang, the Lushar Gang, is prewritten into the story, other gangs are more interchangeable. Even the Lushar Gang could be
replaced by another gang of your creation, if you can replace the plot threads that the Lushar
are tied in to. If you want to create your own gang, consider the following questions:
•

Who are these people? Why are they considered a gang?
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•
•
•
•
•

Do they commit any crimes? What types of crimes?
How serious are they about their criminality?
Who is the gang’s leader? How are they organized?
Where does this organization reside? Do they have turf that they protect?
How do they recruit new members?

Gang Info
Gang Name:

Gang Leader:

Gang Member Names:

Crimes / Activities:

Tag / Turf:

Gangs are largely featured in Chapters 2 and 3 of the story but could be included or hinted at
during Chapter 1 as well. Consider adding a clue or some graffiti to signal your gang during the
first adventure.
Optional Witness
During the second scene of Chapter 1, the players will interview different potential witnesses
around Leone Park. If you want to create a character of your own for the players to interact with,
simply introduce that character into the narrative and game-space, and create an opportunity for
the players to speak with that character. For creating a witness, consider the following
questions:
•
•
•
•

Who is this character, and why were they in Leone Park at that time?
Did they see anything? If so, what? How do they make sense of that?
o Does this character’s testimony lead to a clue? Which one?
Do they want to tell others what they saw? Do they have anything to hide?
What does this character like or dislike? How can the players relate to the witness?

Witness Info
Witness Name:
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Witness Testimony:

Witness Mentality:

Associated Clues:

Witness Preferences:
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Map – Leona Park
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Promenade - Crime Scene
Upper Terrace
Memorial to the Lost
Quiet Grove
Custodian’s Office
Arcanis Monument

7. Tunnel
8. Amphitheatre
9. Lower Park
10. Riverside Walkway
11. Park Entrance & Street

Episode 1 - Murder on the Bridge
Scene Overview
•

Introductions - In this scene, the players describe where their characters were at the
time when they were brought to Leone Castle, and they are introduced by Advisor
Contron to their mission.

•

Investigating the Crime Scene - In this scene, the players will look for clues that could
lead them towards where the kidnappers took the Queen-Appoint. They will explore the
environment and talk to witnesses to try and figure out what happened and look for the
next place to go.

•

Fighting the Kidnappers - When the players explore under the bridge, they are
attacked by several Vampyres who remained lurking for anyone who goes looking for
the Queen-Appoint. From there they descend into the sewers to continue their search...

Adventure Introduction
Read the following to the players as they begin to settle into play:
Mystery and adventure abound in Empire City, a magical metropolis where people of all kinds
come together to live in peace. Magical crystals called Arcanis have shaped the world into a
magical utopia, where magic is a part of daily life, from trains, to weapons, to consumer goods.
Although darkness does lurk in the shadows of the city, citizens of the empire live charmed
lives, where magical constructs and enchantments do many of the mundane tasks, and they
can work and live freely.
Empire City is ruled under the watchful eye of the beloved King, Arden Goldmane. Ever since
the Arcanis Wars, King Goldmane has justly protected and served his people, but now, nearly a
century later, the king has grown old, even with magical aid.
Days before he was set to pass the crown down to his eldest daughter, Celeste, the QueenAppoint, alongside her close friend, Prince James ulWorth, were attacked in Leone Park.
Despite having a royal escort with her, the Queen-Appoint and the Prince were kidnapped, and
have not been seen since. In the hours since the kidnapping, King Goldmane has begun quietly
assembling a private search party, as he does not want to alert the city to the threat at hand.
The group of you have been summoned and brought together by the King in order to track down
his missing daughter and her friend. Though royalty intrigue is common in Empire City, nobody
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would dare make such a bold move as to kidnap the Queen-Appoint before her coronation - at
least nobody obvious.
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Scene 1 - Introductions
Setting: Leone Castle (No map), Nighttime
Cast: Advisor Contron
Soundtrack: Empire City Nights
Encounter Overview: The players begin the story in the middle of the night when they are
called together by a Royal Decree. Each of them has been summoned to Leone Castle in order
to be briefed and to begin their investigation as soon as possible. Advisor Contron provides the
players with information to start their mission, allows them a moment to discuss amongst one
another and ask any questions, and then he sends them to the crime scene to investigate.

Encounter Details
1. Introduction Text - Read the following:
Something is amiss in Empire City. Though you have spent many restless nights bathed
in its warm lights, listening to the hum of its energy, tonight the tone seems darker, more
foreboding. Whether you were asleep at home or
out in the city, a royal guard finds you and gives
SIDEBAR: This sequence should be
you a scroll bearing the king’s seal, requesting
treated as an introductory sequence,
your presence. Understanding the significance,
much like in a television show or movie.
you follow the guard to Leone Castle, where you
Each of the characters decides the tone
are ushered into a meeting room where several
and events surrounding their individual
other characters are seated.
characters, within reason. As you
progress through each scene, allow
2.
Describe Characters - Have the players
each player to have an opportunity to
describe
their characters. What do they look like?
act and describe the actions of their
How do they enter the room? What was their
characters.
character doing when the royal guard found
This is usually done in one of two ways
them? Do any of the characters know or
- through First or Third Person Rolerecognize one another? Have each player read
Playing. In First Person Role-Playing,
their character’s relationships, so that any
the player acts like their character,
characters who know each other can act
speaking through the character’s voice,
accordingly. Once everyone has taken a turn
and enacting their personality. Ex: “I
describing their character, take a moment to set
walk up to the bartender, grab him by
the stage. Describe what the meeting room looks
the collar, and tell him, ‘Give me the
like. For any character who acts exceptionally
biggest beer glass you’ve got!’”. Third
well, or if any players role-play their characters’
Person Role-Playing, in contrast,
interaction with each other, give each of them one
describes the action of the character
Arcanis Point.
from above, as if the player were
narrating their character’s actions. Ex:
Allow the players to interact among one another
“Alura finds a quiet table at the corner
in character for several minutes, or until it’s clear
of the tavern and quietly orders a glass
that they’ve run out of energy, or if the players
of wine’. Both methods of role-playing
begin to get up to no good, leaving the meeting
are perfectly acceptable, and players
room or exploring nearby. Whenever you think
may, and likely will, swap frames
the moment is right, introduce Advisor Contron by
repeatedly during play.
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having him enter through a secret bookshelf doorway.
Advisor Contron Enters - Once the players are focused, introduce Advisor Contron. He enters
through a secret door sits with the players and explains the situation to them: King Goldmane’s
eldest daughter, Celeste, as well as her close friend, James, never returned last night after
spending some time at the park. When someone went looking for them, they found Celeste’s
bodyguard slain in the park, with no trace of them nearby. Though the King has the royal
guardsmen on the case, he also wants to dispatch a personal investigation on his behalf, as he
is concerned that something beyond the capabilities of the guard may be afoot.
a.
Talking to Contron - Contron is a wise and articulate advisor to King Goldmane. Once
an adventurer alongside the king, Contron was a hero of the Arcanis Wars, and is an incredibly
powerful spellcaster. He is jovial, caring, and kind, but is very serious about the investigation,
and will sharply criticize anyone who doesn’t seem to take the situation seriously, asking them
to focus on the potential lives at stake. He is not above reminding the characters about their
own personal motivations to helping find the Queen-Appoint. Contron makes clear to anyone
who attacks him they are making a mistake and offers them one chance to apologize and return
to their seat before banishing them from the investigation. If threatened, Advisor Contron will
cast a spell to freeze a character where they stand (+15), making them unable to move or take
actions until he decides otherwise. He will only unfreeze them if they apologize and promise to
stop. Otherwise, he turns them into frogs and teleports them into a swamp. His armor is 30, and
he has 100 HP.
b.
Answer Questions - Once he has briefed the group, Advisor Contron offers to answer
any questions that the party might have before they go to the crime scene. Finally, he offers
them his contact card so they can message him if needed.
c.
Lending Aid - If the players ask Contron for money or aid, he offers to give each of
them a Health Potion, saying that there may be some risk involved in the investigation. He also
offers his contact card for the players. Now is the time to introduce the contact mechanics, and
how favors and perks work. Beyond what he can offer as a contact, he refuses to lend any
further assistance until after the group has investigated the crime scene.
d.
Distribute the Contact Cards for Advisor Contron to the player who has made the
greatest effort to socially engage with the mage.
1.
Teleport to Leone Park - Once the group understands their mission, Advisor Contron
creates a magical portal that teleports the players to Leone Park (map 1). Describe what the
magic looks like as the players are instantly transmitted to a different part of the city.

Talking to Contron
Character Name: Contron orGen
Character Mentality: Kind, Gentle, Understanding,
Concerned, Serious, Focused
Character Motivations: Contron wants to ensure that
the investigators know what they need to do.
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Character Knowledge:
a.

The Queen-appoint & Prince were last seen in Leone Park, a very safe part of the city.

b.
The Queen-appoint is three days away from her coronation, and the public must not find
out she is missing. That means the investigation must be discreet.
c.
Though the King has no open enemies in the city, there are several rival families,
including the enZyair clan, and the alRashat house, who have been vying for increased political
clout, though the Advisor casts doubt they would be so aggressive.
d.
Gang violence has also increased over the past several months, and the extremeness of
their action has also increased. It’s not impossible she was kidnapped for a random - though by
which gang, it’s impossible to tell.
The Writ of Passage - This document is given to the investigators by Advisor Contron before
they depart. It is a scroll with a magical seal written by the Advisor’s own hand, allowing the
group to move about freely throughout the city. Although they may not enter private dwellings,
they can travel freely on public transportation, and may enter any public buildings or spaces,
even if they are closed to the public. The group should not be impeded by any Enforcers except
in the case of a crime.

Scene 2 - Investigating the Crime Scene
Setting: Leone Park (Map 1), Nighttime
Cast: Captain Urax Fecu, Oot, Dagog the Bum, Grandma Sophie, Park Custodian Ruuv
Soundtrack: Empire City Nights
Encounter Overview: Throughout this encounter, the players will investigate the crime scene
left behind by the kidnappers, and explore the nearby area, and talk to potential witnesses to
see what they saw.
The players will be introduced to the scene by Captain Urax, who shows them the Queen’s
bodyguards’ corpse. After that, they will be able to explore the nearby park area, looking for
clues of where the kidnappers may have taken the Queen. Following the clues, they will then
make their way down the manhole in the tunnel below the bridge, into the sewers below.

Encounter Details
1. Appearing - The players are teleported immediately to location A on map 1, right
outside of the Enforcers’ secured perimeter. Captain Urax Fecu, a hardened but kind
Enforcer leader, has been waiting for the investigators. He greets them when they arrive
and leads them through the perimeter to the crime scene (location 1). “Ah, finally, you’ve
arrived! I’m Captain Urax Fecu, I oversee this crime scene. Please, come this way.” For
more information, see Speaking with Urax.
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2. Having a Look Around - The players can explore the map, taking turns moving and
interacting with the elements of the game space, or the NPC characters who are placed
around the map.
a.
Remember, all the parts of the game space are interactable, so don’t be afraid to
interpret the game rules to allow for things that aren’t explicitly described!
b.
Allow players to make checks based on their Intelligence and skills to see what
knowledge they can recall about the nearby area, or as it relates to clues. For example, when
examining the Lushar Gang tag, allow Underworld Knowledge to aid their check and the
knowledge revealed.
c.
If you’re inspired to add your own characters, clues, or other elements into the game, go
for it! Write down your ideas and introduce them to the characters just like you would be using
the pre-written content.
d.
If you feel like the game is slowing down, don’t be afraid to roll on the Random
Encounter table below to see if something happens to the players! If you feel that they really
need to move to the next encounter, have one of the Vampyres leap out of the darkness at one
of the players. If the creature is attacked, it runs to the Manhole below the bridge to escape,
leading the players to its lair.
3. Talking to Grandma Sophie - When the players go to or near area 2, read the
following:
On the side of the upper terrace, you can see an Enforcer sitting on a bench beside an
elderly woman, her manicured clothing rumpled, and makeup disheveled by tears. As
you approach, the Enforcer notices you, and stands to meet you several feet away from
the woman, who stares blankly ahead, seemingly not noticing you at all.
The Enforcer approaches you and says, “Careful now, I believe this woman is quite ill.
She is awake but doesn’t hasn’t been responsive. All she says is “Their eyes...”,
whatever that means... Listen, if you think you can get her to talk, go right ahead, but my
advice – be gentle with her. I tried calling out to get her attention, and all she did was
cry.” He glances over at the woman, then back to you. “Seems like she might be
receptive to someone else. She doesn’t seem to understand how magic works, she’s an
old-time from before the wars. I think if you can empathize with her, maybe she’ll listen
to you.”
The woman on the bench, Grandma Sophie, is a kind and gentle old woman who has
had the life scared out of her by a supernatural event, the likes of which she has never
seen before. Sophie was witness to the kidnapping of Celeste and James by the
Vampyres and is in shock from the horror.
Anyone who tries to ask Sophie about the crime scene or the kidnapping right away will
immediately get a strike. Any player who upsets or offends Sophie during the
conversation earns additional strikes. Players get -2 on all checks with Sophie for each
strike they have. Any player who reaches 3 strikes will cause Sophie to burst into
dramatic tears, and the Enforcers will tell the investigators to leave her alone, ending the
conversation.
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Sophie won’t respond to players unless they approach her gently and try to talk to her
about something pleasant. Any player who asks Sophie about herself or her personal life
will automatically engage Sophie, beginning a conversation. Players can also make a
Social roll (DC 16) to determine that she needs to be approached with kindness, and
that engaging her about herself, rather than the current situation will be helpful. For more
information, see Talking to Sophie below.
The Enforcer’s name is Albert, and he doesn’t have much to contribute to the
investigation. He has been trying to talk to Sophie, with little success. If the players
engage with Sophie, he joins the other enforcers by the Jurimatic Barrier.
4.
Attack from Above - When the players go under the bridge (area 7), there will be
several Vampyres hanging off the roof of the tunnel waiting for them. The tunnel is dark unless
otherwise illuminated by one of the players. Players who do not bring a light source and check
the roof of the tunnel will be surprised by the attacks, allowing the Vampyres to go first in
combat. During this encounter, there will be 1 Vampyre per player in the party. If the players
detect the Vampyres ahead of time, they will be grouped up in the 4 squares above the Sewer
Entrance. If the players are caught off guard, the Vampyres will move into position on either side
of the players, to flank them from either side.
During combat, the Vampyres will attempt to attack one target (each Vampyre targets a different
player). The Vampyres will collectively fight until half of their numbers are downed or have fled,
at which point the remaining Vampyres will flee into the Sewer Entrance if possible.
5.
Sewer Entrance - Once the Vampyres have been defeated, the players may decide to
pursue them into the Sewer. Entering the sewers is the ending of Chapter 1. Describe the
players’ descent into the darkness, and leave the action hanging from there. For more
information, see Ending the Adventure
below.
d20
Random Encounter
6.
BONUS - Exploring the City - If the
players decide to leave the park, they will find
themselves in Leone Court, in the Nexus
District. Players can choose to go wherever
they like, however, as time passes, they will
be expected to check in to Captain Urax,
Advisor Contron, and other figures. Many of
the characters are also personally invested in
staying focused on the mission. Before
allowing players to wander the city, have them
confirm that is what all their characters want to
do. For more information about exploring the
city, see the Worldbuilding Guide.

1-3

Vampyres

4-7

Gang Members (1 Criminal, 2 Thugs)

8-12

Teenage Mages

13-17 Locals Playing Board Games
18-19 Street Performer
19-20 Magical Night Club Entrance

Map Key
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A.
Jurimatic Barrier - When the players first teleport to Leone Park, they appear at location A, just
outside of a jurimatic perimeter. This glowing magical barrier is reinforced by a cluster of Enforcers, magical
law enforcement officers who protect the city. Among them is Captain Urax Fecu, who greets the players when
they arrive as described in Encounter 1.
The barrier is made up of protective magic that triggers an alarm if any unauthorized person crosses
the threshold. There are enforcers patrolling the perimeter, though there is nobody else around due to
the late hour in the night.
1. Crime Scene & Corpse - The crime scene is on an outcropping that overlooks the lower parks of
Leone Park. Were it not for the grim scene nearby, the location would be quite quaint and attractive.
The overlook is made of tightly fitted cobblestones, shuffled into an elaborate fractal pattern. Flower
boxes packed with a rainbow of wonderfully scented tulips, daisies, and roses divide the overlook,
illuminated by soft yellow-pink lamplight.
Staircases lead to the lower level 20’ below from the north and south, as well as a more ornamental
stairway to the west, near the entrance to the park. From the overlook, you can see below to the south
is a large statue, at least 10-15’ tall, of three figures holding a glowing arcanis crystal. Their eyes glow
with a warm shimmer of hope.
Contrasting this peaceful scene, you turn your attention towards the gruesome scene before you - an
armored man with long hair nearly ripped in half, gore and viscera spilling onto the ground, with a pool
of blood filling most of the overlook’s walkway.
a.
Investigating Clues - Players can investigate the corpse and crime scene to see if they can find any
clue as to what happened, or where the killers and kidnappers went. Players can make Intelligence rolls to see
if they can find notice any clues or patterns. A roll of 13+ gives them a hint, a roll of 16+ leads them straight to
a clue. If a player specifically looks for a clue that is present, such as handprints or footprints leading away
from the crime scene, their roll is automatically successful, and they receive an Arcanis Point.
b.
The Corpse - The body is indeed that of Rorik Hazag, a noble guardian who committed himself to the
Queen. Players who investigate the body will notice that his armor appears to have been shredded and ripped
away by claws, as was his body. The chest of the corpse is completely ripped open. Whoever did this did it
with their bare hands. Rorik’s greatsword lies a few feet away - observant players will note that it’s likely Rorik
was overwhelmed, as an experienced fighter rarely is separated from his weapon.
c.
Pool of Blood - Players who successfully (Intelligence roll DC 15) investigate the pool of blood will
notice that there are hand and bare footprints that lead to the north edge of the overhang, and then crawling
over the walls and onto the ceiling of the tunnel below.
d.
Lamppost Sentries - Anyone who inspects the lampposts illuminating the walkway will notice that they
have magical sentries on them that can record and store information they observe. These sentries are locked
and can only be accessed by having the Sentry Key, which belongs to Park Custodian Ruuv, and are kept in
Area 5.
If the players manage to access the sentry’s memory and look for what happened, they will see the
following:
The Queen-Appoint and Prince are walking along the overpass and pause for a moment to look below,
the Queen’s bodyguard standing nearby. After a moment, hands start to reach over the edge of the
bridge, as a pack of gaunt, pale humanoids crawl out from under the tunnel below, their bodies clothed
only in rags, their eyes and skin glowing red with magic. Rorik the bodyguard draws his weapon to
protect the nobles, but in a moment, there are a dozen of the creatures swarming the bridge, attacking
the knight, and grabbing for the Queen and Prince. As the knight falls, and you can hear his deathscreams as his body is feasted on and ripped apart by the claws of the monsters, and the nobles are
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carried away over the edge of the bridge by the swarm. As they surge back over the edge of the bridge,
two things stand out - the unified intelligence by which the creatures appeared to attack, grab their
victims, and retreat; and the magical glowing coming from their eyes and under their skin.
Observant characters (DC 18) will notice that the Queen-appoint and Prince appear to be calm and
passive through the whole episode, as though they were in shock.
e. Graffiti Tag - On a nearby flower box is a large graffiti design created from glowing, magic paint. The
design depicts two orcish tusks flanking the letters ‘LG’.
Players who investigate the tag will realize that there are not many tags like this in the park, and given
how clean the area is, it must be fresh. Characters who roll to see if they recognize the tag (DC 13) will
recognize it as the tag of the Lushar Gang, a notorious group of smugglers and black-market dealers
who the Enforcers have been skirmishing with recently. Players who are particularly familiar with the
Lushar Gang (DC 17) will remember that the Lushar Gang has their base of operations set up in the
back of a nightclub owned by the Lushar Family, Lushlight Oasis.
2.
Upper Terrace - This area is slightly elevated above the bridge, and looks out over the Nexus River, a
fresh and clear-watered river that cuts through Empire City. Two paths branch left and right at the end of the
terrace. At the terrace’s center is a gigantic Arcanis Crystal that lets off a healthy glow, bathing the nearby area
in warm neon light. On one of the benches nearby, an Enforcer is sitting with an old woman who is staring into
the distance and appears to be crying.
a.

Grandma Sophie - Refer to the Grandma Sophie encounter above for details.

b.
Arcanis Charger - This large glowing crystal gives off a dim, peach-colored light, and fills the air with a
warm, staticky hum. In an area 10’ surrounding the massive, cut, geode, the magical energy is tangible, like
static clinging to your skin.
This massive crystal acts as a local power source for all the nearby magical energy use.
Although the lamps, fountains, and other powered objects do have their own sources, this
charger provides the macro energy storage needed for this region of the park. Additionally, it
provides local power to nearby magic users, allowing a magic user who spends 5 minutes with
20’ of the crystal to gain 1 Arcanis Point.
c. The Arcanis River - The Arcanis River is a major thoroughfare for Empire City and all the
northwestern region of Lionsguard. The river is dark, deep, and cold, and there is nothing to find
in there. Boats travel through the river frequently, but seldom at night. Players who look out over
the river might notice the light from the Nexus Lighthouse, on Lighthouse Isle in the river.
4.
Monument to the Lost - This statue stands in the middle of the square in the lower part of Leone Park.
The statue is a mecha soldier with a sword-arm, holding up an actual, glowing arcanis crystal. Behind the
mecha are a human and demi, their faces turned towards the crystal, a look of hope in their eyes. A plaque is
placed at the foot of the statue. It reads, “In memory of all of those who gave their lives, and for all that was lost
during the Arcanis Wars”.
5.
Quiet Grove - Standing at the center of this shady, reclusive grove is a large Arcanis Tree, its bark
embedded with tiny glowing fragments of Arcanis, and its leaves giving off a dim bioluminescent glow. Though
on a sunny day, the benches that line this grove would be full, tonight it is quiet and empty.
6.
Custodian’s Office - This small brick shed has all manner of gardening and landscaping tools leaning
up against it. The metal door is sealed with a magically reinforced lock.
Players who knock will be greeted rather unceremoniously by Park Custodian Ruuv, who complains
as he comes to the door, “Now what do you folks want, I already talked to that Commander-feller!” For
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dialogue with Ruuv, see Talking to Ruuv below. The door is locked and will take a check (DC 17) in
order to disable to lock or kick open the door.
Inside the front area of the shack is lots of equipment, magical and mundane, to aid in the management
of the park grounds. Behind the equipment is a large desk covered in paperwork and magical monitors.
Observant characters (DC 18) will notice an Arcane Pendant nestled among the paperwork on the
desk. The necklace clearly stands out as different from the mundane work equipment in the room.
Ruuv took the necklace from under the bridge after finding it before the Enforcers arrived. He hasn’t
decided if he wants to tell the Enforcers about it or not. He knows if he sold it, it could help him ease his
financial worries for quite a while.
The paperwork is related to purchase orders for park good, hours logs for groundskeepers, and another
official park business. The monitors are tethered to the sentry system that observes the park. The last
week of security footage is backed up in a storage crystal inside the desk, including the footage of the
kidnapping. Finding the footage takes 30 minutes - 1 minute for each point on an Intelligence roll by the
person searching. If the players manage to see the footage, read the following:
You can see the Queen-Appoint and Prince are walking along the overpass and pause for a
moment to look below, the Queen’s bodyguard standing nearby. After a moment, hands start to
reach over the edge of the bridge, as a pack of gaunt, pale humanoids crawl out from under the
tunnel below, their bodies clothed only in rags, their eyes glowing red with magic. Rorik the
bodyguard draws his weapon to protect the nobles, but in a moment, there are a dozen of the
creatures swarming the bridge, attacking the knight, and grabbing for the Queen and Prince. As
the knight falls, and you can hear his death-screams as his body is feasted on and ripped apart
by the claws of the monsters, and the nobles are carried away over the edge of the bridge by
the swarm. As they surge back over the edge of the bridge, two things stand out - the unified
intelligence by which the creatures appeared to attack, grab their victims, and retreat; and the
evil magical glowing coming from their eyes.
6.
Arcanis Monument - This gigantic showcase monument depicts an oversized war lion with glowing
arcanis gemstones for eyes, and magical gemstone ridges flowing through its mane and down its spine. The
lion is reared back like a horse, lifted in a triumphant roar. Sitting atop the lion’s back is an armored man
wielding a spear, its tip glowing with the same Arcanis as the lion. Surrounding the triumphant looking
monument is a fountain and surrounding that are several plaques.
The figure riding atop the lion is Commander Abithur, a Lionsguard general famed for his bravery
during the Arcanis Wars. Below the statue, a plaque describes battles won and achievements
accomplished by the Commander. Anyone who is familiar with the Arcanis Wars knows of Commander
Abithur, who is generally seen as a hero in Lionsguard. As the players inspect the monument, ask them
how each of their characters feels about the figure, or if they have any relationship to the war.
7.

Tunnel - If the players go into the tunnel, proceed to Scene 3, Attack from Above.

8.
Amphitheatre - This tree-lined stone amphitheatre has three rows of benches laid out in front of it,
ideal for a small performances. A round dais stands before three half-circle risers behind it, creating dynamic
space for musicians or actors. Currently, the space is occupied by a small man with multicolored hair and a
cart. Beside the cart is a large chest, which the man appears to be looking for something inside. Near the man,
a small blue cat-like creature strolls around curiously.
The amphitheatre itself is relatively uninteresting. The space has magical enchantments on it so
whoever stands on the round dais has their voice magnified so it can be heard throughout the
amphitheatre.
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The man is a Demi named Oot, he is a traveler from far away who came to Empire City on his way
around the world. The cat-creature is called a Zoppit, and its name is Jerry. For more information on
Oot and Jerry, see Talking to Oot.
9.
Lower Park - The lower sections of the park are made up of manicured promenades and grassy fields
where city-dwellers can come to relax and enjoy themselves. Carefully placed trees and flowerbeds line the
walkways that lead between the different sections of the park. Other areas of the park include game fields, a
playground, a pet run, and an outlook over the river. If players wish to investigate these areas, improvise them
as best you can, and feel free to add other characters or clues that could be hidden in other parts of the park or
city.
10.
Riverside Walkway - Past the upper terrace is a walkway beside the Nexus River. Along the walkway
are a series of small private nooks where people can sit and relax during the day. Now that the park is closed,
many of them are empty.
A - In this nook is a backpack that contains 15gp and a series of textbooks and spellbooks pertaining to
the fundamentals of magic, arcanis, and the last 100 years of magical advancement. There’s also a
contact card for Cleo ilVayr, a student at Arcanis University.
B - Snoring loudly in this cubby is Dagog the Bum, a local homeless man. Anyone who comes within
30’ of the cubby can hear him as he speaks half-dreams about eating cherry cakes or not wanting to
dance with his aunt.
If awakened, Dagog will act friendly and jovial to anyone who is kind to him, although he does appear to
be a bit drunk. For more info, see Talking with Dagog.
11.
Park Entrance & Street - This large wrought-iron gate is flanked by stone lions sitting atop a wall with
arcanis crystals embedded along its length. The gate’s handle is shaped into the face of a roaring lion, and
above the gate, an arch reads “Leone Park”. Beyond the gate, the street flows with the light late-night traffic of
animal-drawn carts, personal transports, and pedestrians. Past the street, the city lays before you. Even at this
late hour, you can hear the bustling din calling out to you.
The entryway to Leone Park is an iconic space in Empire City. The large gate, flanked by lions, with the
monument just past it, is a common meeting spot known throughout the empire. At this late hour,
however, the iconic gates are closed. Players who wish can open the gates and exit the park. See
Exploring the City encounter for more information.
Talking to Urax - When the players first arrive on the scene, Urax immediately greets them and introduces
them to the scene. He is no-nonsense and straightforward and is entirely focused on the investigation at hand.
Unless specifically questioned about outside content, he simply explains the following before returning to the
enforcers to guide their investigation:
•

•

•
•

The Enforcers managed to identify the body as Rorik Hazig, the Queen’s bodyguard. He is a human in
elegant armor, though it appears to be torn open. A massive pool of blood floods the bridge
surrounding the body.
An Enforcer found an old woman on a bench nearby who appears to be in shock. Urax isn’t sure that
it’s related to the case, but he suspects it is. If they want to talk to her, she is sitting on a bench at the
north end of the park.
Urax spoke to a custodian for the park when they first arrived, but he didn’t seem to have seen
anything. The custodian can be found down below by that fountain (area 5).
Urax has managed to keep his investigators from doing too much digging to allow this group a first look
at it, at the request of the king. The players only have a little bit of time before he needs to allow others
investigate as well (1-2 hours). He suggests they look around and talk to anyone they need to, then let
him know when they’ve got everything they need.
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•

Urax can try to answer any other questions they might have.

Urax trusts the party, particularly Desdemona, Corbin, and Freeman, all of whom he takes to be trustworthy.
Urax wants to help the party in any way that he can, but his first responsibilities are to the Enforcers and his
code. He will not knowingly condone any illegal actions, and frowns on morally questionable actions.
Talking to Enforcers Talking to Ruuv - Ruuv only opens the door a crack, wants to talk through the crack and not let people in. Will
only let them in if they can convince / force their way (DC 15). Denies any knowledge or seeing anything, says
he was only told about it after the fact.
•

Tries to get the players to investigate the gate & security system, says nobody was supposed to get in

Talking to Sophie Talking to Dagog - Dagog is a friendly and cheerful sort, if a bit of a lush. He is welcoming to anyone who
wants to talk to him, though he sometimes has trouble following conversations, and is terrible with
remembering names. If anyone is rude or forceful towards him, he will abruptly end the conversation, saying he
“refuses to be associated with ruffians”. If attacked, he flees.
Dagog loves to tell stories and will try to get anyone he can to listen to the story about the time he saved King
Goldmane from a pie to the face. Anyone who willingly listens to the rambling tale receives 1 Arcanis Point.
Dagog will be initially resistant to tell anyone who asks about if he saw anything the night before. Convincing
him to “remember” will take a Social check (DC 15). However, anyone who has been kind to Dagog, or who
bribes him with food or money can take advantage on this check. Dagog will willingly tell anyone who listened
to his story about what he saw, no check required.
Dagog saw everything. He was sitting on a bench on the upper terrace when a swarm of pale, half-naked
human-looking things with red glowing eyes crawled over the edge of the bridge. The pack of creatures
surrounded the bodyguard, ripping him apart by hand and teeth, and dragging the other two over the edge of
the bridge, into the tunnel below.
Dagog was sure he was seeing something, or that whatever he saw, he should not concern himself with. All
kinds of craziness goes on in this city, Dagog’s gotten by forgetting about the worst of it. After all that, he came
over here and started to drink and sleep to forget about it. “I was doing a fine job too, until you came over
here!” If Dagog tells the group what he saw, he asks them for some money for his help.
Talking to Oot - Jerry the Zoppit - Zoppit is a large blue cat with tusks
Zoop - Goblin living under a tunnel. Guards ask to clear him out. He’s injured - if he leaves the tunnel he will
likely die.

Scene 3 - Attack from Above
Setting: Leone Park (Map 1), Nighttime
Cast: Vampyres
Soundtrack: Dark Combat
Encounter Overview: When the players discover that the clues lead them under the bridge, they are
ambushed by a pack of Vampyres who remained behind after the kidnapping. The player will need to fight for
their lives against the mana-draining undead!
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Encounter Details
The Ambush - When the players go under the bridge (map 1, area 7), there will be several Vampyres hanging
off the roof of the tunnel waiting for them. The tunnel is dark unless otherwise illuminated by one of the players.
Players who do not bring a light source and check the roof of the tunnel will be surprised by the attacks,
allowing the Vampyres to go first in combat. During this encounter, there will be 1 Vampyre per player in the
party. If the players detect the Vampyres ahead of time, they will be grouped up in the 4 squares above the
Sewer Entrance. If the players are caught off guard, the Vampyres will move into position on either side of the
players, to flank them from either side.
Combat - The Vampyres will attempt to attack one target (each Vampyre targets a different player). The
Vampyres will collectively fight until half of their numbers are downed or have fled, at which point the remaining
Vampyres will flee into the Sewer Entrance if possible.
If captured, the Vampyres are feral beasts who do not respond to spoken language except to hiss and claw.
They will attempt to flee, and if they cannot flee, they will fight. If they are unable to fight they will writhe
uncontrollably for several minutes before becoming completely inert unless provoked.
The Vampyres - Vampyres are magically reanimated corpses, much like zombies, but faster, stronger, and
more intelligent. Evil magic gleans in their eyes, and glows under their skin. Vampyres work together as a
pack, with one hive intelligence controlled by their animator.

Map Key
The Tunnel - This 40’ tunnel has a dark and ominous feeling to it. Separate from being dark and shadowy, it’s
graffiti-lined walls and ceiling are clearly smeared with fresh blood, trailing from the bridge above. A nervous
dripping sound can be heard from within the darkness.
The tunnel has no internal lighting, and external lighting sources only illuminate the first 10’ of either side of the
passage, meaning the interior 20’ is totally dark. Each player has a light source, whether it be from an
illuminating crystal, or by creating magical light. A personal light source only illuminates 5’ around the player.
Players who investigate the graffiti will notice that it covers a vast range of subjects and levels of quality,
including slogans such as “Arcanis is POISON”, a depiction of a lion puppet, and a large magically animated a
pair of orcish tusks and teeth making a gnashing motion flanking the letters “LG”. Players who make an
Underworld check (DC 15) will recognize this as the tag of the Lushar Gang.
GM CUSTOMIZATION: If there is another gang or organization you want to include in the story,
make sure to have them leave a piece of graffiti in the tunnels. When reading the room
description, be sure to include your tag in the description.
Midway through the tunnel is a manhole, with its cover thrown to the side. Above the manhole, a group of
Vampyres lurks in waiting for the party. The dripping sound is blood dripping from the ceiling, and from a chunk
of flesh one of the Vampyres is still draining the mana from.

Concluding the Episode
Once the players defeat the Vampyres and descend into the manhole, they have completed Chapter 1 of
Adventure Quest! If they choose to remain in Leona Park, they can continue to explore and interact with the
characters and environment for as long as they wish. If the players choose to leave Leona Park through
another exit, you may choose to either end the episode, or if everyone wants to keep playing, keep going!
Refer to the World Guide for random encounters, additional characters, and more.
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When you are ready to conclude the adventure, have each player write down their current health and arcanis
points for the next adventure. Make sure to take notes of any events that happened during the episode and talk
to your players for a few minutes to ask what their favorite parts of the adventure were. Use this feedback to
customize and inspire your future episodes.
The story resumes in Chapter 2, where the players continue their hunt for Queen Celeste and Prince James,
following the trail of the undead Vampyres. For information on customizing the adventure and creating your
own content, see the World Guide and Chapter 2.
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Appendix 5: Past Iterations
Lionsguard

20
Sir Brandon the Lion
Knight
Strengths
Super Strong- Sir Brandon is heroically strong, capable of lifting or pushing extremely heavy objects,
leaping great distances, or packing a heroic punch. After exerting his strength six times in a day, Sir Brandon
will need to make resistance checks to continue drawing on his strength.

Monster Fighter- Sir Brandon specializes in fighting evil and strange monsters of all kinds. Whenever Sir
Brandon encounters a monster, he can make a roll to find out any special powers that monster has.
Additionally, Sir Brandon gains increased attack and defense when fighting against monsters.

Close Quarters Combatant- Sir Brandon has trained in both armed and unarmed combat and is a master
of many fighting techniques. He may use all types of martial weapons and may also fight barehanded without
suffering any penalty.

Weaknesses
Weakness to Fire- Sir Brandon is terrified and vulnerable to fire. He is openly nervous around any kind of
open flame and will run away from large fires unless he succeeds a bravery check. Sir Brandon also takes
additional damage from fire sources.
Inventory
Sword of Many
Sizes
Medium Armor
Knight’s Bulwark
Adventuring Gear
GOLD

10

Description
Magical- Deals increased damage, can grow from 1’ to 10’
This breastplate protects Sir Brandon’s torso from attacks, while leaving him mobile to
move
Magical- Grants increased protection, constantly sheds light in a 20’ radius.
All the things an adventurer might need while trekking through the wild. Includes Rope, a
sleeping bag, and a warm sweater from mom.
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Alura of Animals
Witch
Strengths
Wizard Schooling- Alura has received extensive training in the magical and arcane arts. She is familiar with
many forms of magic and may make a roll to try and understand the workings of any magical spell or effect.

Spells
Light- Alura can make a held object glow brightly, giving off enough light to fill a 30’ room. The light lasts for
1 hour, and only one object can be lit at once. Infinite uses.

Detect Magic- By concentrating on a specific area, Alura can detect magical items, effects, or auras. This
spell reaches up to 60’ in a cone. By concentrating for several moments, Alura can also know the strength
and school of magic. Infinite uses.

Lightning Shock- A bolt of lightning leaps from Alura’s hands and strikes the target, dealing 2d6 points of
electrical damage. The target must be in a direct, uninterrupted line from Alura. Usable three times per day.

Jewel Spray- A large spray of multicolored jewels erupts from Alura’s hands, creating a hypnotic, beautiful
vision. Rainbows, swirling patterns, and glittering lights all distract enemy targets, causing them to become
transfixed on the spell, ignoring everything else. This spell can last for up to 30 seconds, but concentration
must be maintained on the spell. Targets may attempt a will save to resist the effect. Usable two times per
day.

Barrier- This spell creates a large translucent, glowing bubble around the target, greatly increasing their
defenses. This spell lasts for 10 minutes. Usable three times per day.

Telekinesis- Allows Alura to lift and move heavy objects with their mind. Alura can also use this ability to
throw objects. Thrown objects deal 1d8 points of damage. If Alura attempts to lift an enemy, the target may
attempt a will save to resist the effect. Usable three times per day.

Sleep- Alura whispers a haunting lullaby, causing all creatures within a 20’ x 20’ square to fall asleep.
Creatures in the area may make a will save to try and resist the effect. This spell lasts for 1d6 minutes. Usable
two times per day.

Fly- Alura can magically fly, either by growing large wings, or by magically lifting herself into the air. Alura can
fly 60’ per round and can perform basic aerial maneuvers. This spell lasts for 2 minutes. Usable once per day.

Weaknesses
Unstable Magic- Alura’s magic is based partially on her ability to use a [Magical Focusing Crystal] to
control her chaotic energy. If Alura casts more than two spells within 30 seconds, then her magic will begin to
backfire with devastating effect. Additionally, if Alura loses her [Magical Focusing Crystal], her magical
powers will be greatly diminished, and all of her spells will be reduced to a single use per day until the crystal
has been returned to her. Additionally, if she does not possess the crystal, Alura is unable to recharge her
magical powers.
Inventory
Magical
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Description
This magical crystal powers Alura’s magic. While in possession of the crystal, Alura can
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Focusing Crystal
Wand of Animal
Powers

use and recharge magical powers daily. She must sleep at least 8 hours per night in order
to recharge her spells.

By focusing on this carved wooden wand, Alura can give herself a single aspect of an
animal’s power as a movement action. These powers last for one round. Usable three
times per day.
Adventuring Gear All the things an adventurer might need while trekking through the wild. Includes Rope, a
sleeping bag, and a warm sweater from mom.
GOLD
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Adventure Quest v1.0
Cassia, the Rogue
Core:
Health: 15
Armor: 2 (Leather Armor)
Movement: 6 squares (30’)
Attacks:
Shortsword: Melee, 1d6+3 AND Dagger: Melee, 1d4+3
OR
Shortbow: 30’, 1d6+3
Stats:
Strength: +0
Agility: +3
Intelligence: +2
Charisma: +1
Special Abilities:
• Stealth - As part of a move action, Cassia may roll 1d20+6 to avoid being seen by anyone. Someone looking for
her needs to roll a 1d20+Int higher than the Stealth roll to find her. Once she attack or cast a spell, she is no longer
stealthed.
• Sneak Attack - Any target whom Cassia attacks from Stealth will take double damage from the attack.
This only applies to one attack.
• Nimble – Cassia can use Agility instead of Strength for Strength based checks.
• Quick Reflexes - Cassia can choose to go first during combat.
• Nimble Fingers - Cassia can pick pockets, open locks, and disable traps. As an action, she can roll 1d20+Dex vs
a target’s 1d20+Int, or a trap’s DC, Cassia can attempt to use her roguish skills. Failure by 5 or more sets off the
trap, breaks the lock, or alerts the pickpocket target.
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Adventure Quest
Overview –
Adventure Quest is a cooperative adventuring game for 3-6 players where players take on the role of fantasy heroes who explore
dungeons for glory and treasure. In Adventure Quest, you will role-play, explore, and fight alongside your adventuring party to
overcome obstacles and encounters to reach the end of the dungeon.
DC Difficulty to Complete a Challenge
Rules of Play –
• Each player takes 1-2 characters and act as those characters during the game.
5
Easy
• One player will act as the Adversary, who controls all the aspects of the game other
10
Doable
than the player characters.
• For any action you want to take in the game, you may roll the 20-sided die (d20),
15
Difficult
which is called making a check. Higher rolls are more likely to succeed, and lower
rolls are less likely. The Adversary will determine whether a check has passed and
20
Very Difficulty
describe what happens as a result. Different checks have different Difficulty
Challenges (DC), which must be met for a check to be successful. If a player rolls a 20 on a check, they succeed with a critical
success. If they roll a 1, they fail with a critical failure.
The Turn –
Each player’s turn consists of two parts: Movement and taking an Action. Players may take either part of the turn first, and they may
split their movement up to before and after they take their action. Players may also spend their Action to take a second Move Action.
Types of Actions –
• Movement – Your character may move up to the number of squares designated on their character card. Other actions,
such as hiding or mounting a horse require a move action.
• Attack – A character can attack with a weapon they have equipped.
• Encounter Actions - Encounter Actions require an Action and can only be used once per encounter. Once the players
are away from the encounter for at least 1 minute, they will regain use of their encounter abilities.
• Adventure Actions - Adventure Actions require an Action, and can only be used once per adventure, or per play session
of Adventure Quest.
• Other Actions - If during combat players want to take significant action (closing and locking a door, dropping a
chandelier, making a plea bargain with an enemy, etc.), this will also take up their action. Minor actions, such as saying a
few words or drawing a weapon do not require a turn action.
Character Attributes –
• Stats – The 4 core stats of your character – Strength, Agility, Intelligence, and Charisma – represent what your character is good
at. Whenever you want to take an action that would be associated with one of these stats, add your character’s bonus to the d20
roll. Your character’s stats are already accounted for in their attacks.
• Health – This represents your character’s remaining life force. When your Health reaches 0, you will become downed. See Death
and Dying for more info.
• Armor - A character’s Armor reduces damage that the character takes from an attack by an amount equal to the character’s
armor. Damage reduced to 0 has no effect. Characters who take negative damage take no damage instead.
• Movement – Movement is the number of squares your character can move across the board. Each board square represents 5’ of
space.
• Attacks – Each character has a set of attacks with weapons they begin the adventure with. If they acquire a new weapon, the
weapon card will indicate how much damage it does and what stat to add to it for damage.
• Special Abilities – Each character has several special abilities associated with them. Players may choose to take these actions, as
described on the character cards. Be sure to mark down once players use abilities once per adventure, or once per encounter.
Combat –
When the players choose to engage with enemies, first determine initiative, and then allow the players to take their turns as described
above. When all hostile characters are defeated, or the players stop fighting, you may leave initiative order.
• Initiative - During combat, follow this order to determine initiative:
1. Characters with Quick Reflexes
2. Bosses
3. Player Characters (They determine their own order)
4. Normal Enemies
If players cannot determine their own order, each player rolls 1d20, and players will go in descending order.
• Attacking - When one character attacks another, roll the die for the weapon being attacked with. The defending character
subtracts their Armor from the total, and then takes the remaining amount as damage to their Health.
• Death and Dying - If your character reaches 0 hit points, they are downed, and cannot act. If an ally comes over and spends an
action aiding them, the character will recover 1HP. If a character is not aided in 3 rounds, they will die.
• Working Together – Adventure Quest is a cooperative game, and players are not allowed to attack each other.
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.Amelie,

the Elementalist

Core:
Health: 12
Armor: 0 (None)
Movement: 5 Squares (25’)
Attacks:
Dagger: Melee, 1d4+1
OR
Elemental Bolt: 30’, 1d8+3
Stats:
Strength: +0
Agility: +1
Intelligence: +3
Charisma: +2
Special Abilities:
• Elementalist - Amelie can change the effects of any of her abilities, including her Elemental Bolt to have 1 of the
following elemental effects. Amelie can change the elemental effect as she casts the spell:
• Fire - Fire effects deal 1 damage per turn to the target until they spend a move action to put it out.
• Ice - Slows the target, lowering their movement speed by 2 for the rest of the encounter.
• Lightning - Targets roll 1d20+Str (DC 13) or they are lose their next action.
• Acid - This attack corrodes the target’s Armor, lowering it by 1 for the rest of the encounter.
• Blink - Once per encounter, as a move action, Amelie can teleport a short distance, instantly reappearing up to 8
squares away in any direction.
• Elemental Burst - As an encounter action, Amelie can unleash an elemental burst around her that deals 2d6
elemental damage to everyone but herself in a 10’ radius.
• Elemental Explosion - As an adventure action, Amelie can cause a 10’ radius explosion of pure elemental
energy within 30’ that deals 3d6 damage to everyone in the radius.
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Adventure Quest v2.0

Kaito, The Swordsman
Strong Hero

Core:
Health: 25
Armor: 3 (Cybernetic Armor)
Movement: 6 (+1)
Stats:
Strength: +3
Agility: +2
Intelligence: +0
Charisma: +1
Attacks:
• Laser Katana - 1d8+3
• Explosive Shurikens - 1d6+2, Range: 6
Special Abilities:
1. (Activated) Rocket Dash: Kaito can activate mini-rockets located in the boots of his armor that allow
him to dash 4 squares in a single direction, attacking all targets within his path. Kaito can pick any
direction including diagonal or even vertical. If he cannot travel 4 squares in the selected direction, he
will travel as far as possible before stopping. Kaito can use this ability as an action, once per
encounter.
2. (Passive) Cybernetic Implants: Kaito has had cybernetic implants put into his legs and arms to make
him stronger and fast. He can move 1 additional square and jump twice as high or far as normal. Kaito
does not take damage from falling less than 6 squares. Additionally, he can move up to 2 squares
along a wall surface, vertically or horizontally. He cannot end his move on a vertical surface.
3. (Ultimate) Cybernetic Overdrive: Once per adventure, Kaito can overclock his cybernetic
enhancements to perform even greater maneuvers. When activated, for the next 2 turns, Kaito can
attack twice with an attack action. He gains an additional +2 movement and can move 4 squares
along walls instead of 2. When Cybernetic Overdrive is activated, the cooldown of Rocket Dash is
reset.
Backstory: Kaito was born on an island monastery in Japan that upheld the old ways - training with a blade,
living a life of honor, focusing on learning and mastery of the self. Kaito spent the younger years of his life
focused on these things, until the modern world came knocking. The war between humanity and AI brought
soldiers to their island, where Kaito was introduced to laser weapons and cybernetic armor. When a unit of
robotic soldiers was dispatched to his island, Kaito barely escaped with his life, and swore vengeance against
those who would harm the innocent, human or AI. During his recovery, Kaito had cybernetic augmentations
placed onto his limbs, transforming him from a skilled swordsman into a cybernetic weapon.
Behind the Abilities:
Laser Weapons: Laser technology inflicts high damage at its target by concentrating a focused beam of
energy consisting of amplified light, accelerated to a point at which it can cut through solid matter. As a result,
laser weapons create a perfect cut, slicing to the particle level. Kaito’s weapons use a focused light wave that
cuts like a blade
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Cyborg Augmentations: A cyborg is when human and machine parts are combined and work together.
Kaito’s augmentations are based on real methods in which robotic parts are attached to a human body.
Because these parts are made of harder materials and are more resilient than human limbs, they can be
exerted harder, allowing for greater performance. Advanced cyborg limbs such as Kaito’s respond to Kaito’s
thoughts as a real limb would. Limb augmentations such as Kaito’s involve either replacing or enhancing the
existing bone and muscle structure with artificial parts that can respond more quickly and with greater strength
and accuracy than a natural limb would.
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Cassia, the Technothief
Fast Hero

Core:
Health: 20
Armor: 2 (Reinforced Jacket)
Movement: 6
Stats:
Strength: +1
Agility: +3
Intelligence: +2
Charisma: +0
Attacks:
• Laser Pistol: 1d8+3, Range: 6
• Cybernetic Arm: 1d6+1
Special Abilities:
1. (Activated) Personal Cloaking Device - Cassia can activate a cloaking device that makes her
temporarily invisible. As an action, Cassia can become cloaked for up to 3 turns. During that time, she
cannot be seen, and attacks against her have a 50% chance of missing. She can still be scanned or
heard as normal.
2. (Passive) Sneak Attack - When Cassia strikes her foes either from being cloaked, or when her target
doesn’t know she’s there, her attacks are super effective, and deal double damage.
3. (Ultimate) Disable Tech - With a combination of signal jamming, EMP disruption, and DDoSing,
Cassia can cause massive disruptions in technology in a burst around her. Once per adventure as an
action, Cassia can create a 6 square burst that renders all enemy electronics inert. Robots must make
an Intelligence save (DC 14) or be stunned for 1d4+1 rounds. All other electronics, including
cybernetic parts are disabled for 1d4+1 rounds. Cassia can choose to exempt targets from this effect.
Backstory: Cassia was raised on the streets after her parents abandoned her to focus on their VR lives. From
a young age, she learned to sneak and steal in order to survive. For most of her life, she worked as a thief,
stealing from corporations and shell companies in order to help herself and her neighbors survive. On one job
where she broke into a research facility, Cassia found an experimental cloaking device that made her
completely invisible for short periods of time. Ever since, she’s taken on bigger and bigger jobs, seeking to
right the wrongs that the world has done to the impoverished.

